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SERRE–TATE THEORY FOR MODULI SPACES OF
PEL TYPE

BY BEN MOONEN 1

ABSTRACT. – We develop a Serre–Tate theory for moduli spaces of PEL type. This leads us to
Barsotti–Tate groupsX equipped with an actionι of a Zp-algebra and possibly also a polarizationλ. We
define a notion of ordinariness for such triplesX = (X, ι,λ). If we work overk = k̄ and fix suitable discret
invariants, such as the CM-type, we prove that there is a unique ordinary object, up to isomorphi
introduce a new structure, called acascade, that generalizes the notion of a biextension, and we show
the formal deformation space of an ordinary triple has a natural cascade structure. In particular, ou
gives rise to canonical liftings of ordinary objects. In the final section of the paper we apply our the
the study of congruence relations.

 2004 Elsevier SAS

RÉSUMÉ. – Nous développons une “théorie de Serre–Tate” pour les espaces de modules de ty
Ceci nous mène à étudier les groupes de Barsotti–TateX munis d’une actionι d’une Zp-algèbre et
éventuellement d’une polarisationλ. Nous définissons une notion d’ordinarité pour de tels systè
X = (X, ι,λ). Nous démontrons que, surk = k̄, en fixant certains invariants comme le “type CM
il n’existe qu’un seul objet ordinaire, à isomorphisme près. Nous introduisons une nouvelle str
appeléecascade, généralisation de la notion de biextension, et nous prouvons que l’espace de déform
formelles d’un objet ordinaire admet une structure naturelle de cascade. En particulier, notre théori
des relèvements canoniques des objets ordinaires. Dans la dernière section nous appliquons notre
l’étude de relations de congruence.

 2004 Elsevier SAS

Introduction

0.1. Let A be an abelian variety over a perfect fieldK of characteristicp > 0. The “Serre–
Tate theory” in the title of this paper refers to a collection of results about the formal deformatio
of A in caseA is ordinary. The first main results are described in the Woods Hole report of Lu
Serre and Tate [19]. Related results were obtained by Dwork and were shown to agree with tho
of Serre and Tate. As references we cite Deligne [4], Katz [13], and Messing [21].

One of the main points in Serre–Tate theory is the statement that, ifA is ordinary, its
formal deformation space has a canonical structure of a formal group (in fact, a formal
overW (K). In particular, this leads to a canonical liftingAcan overW (K), corresponding to
the identity section of the formal group. IfK is finite then this canonical lifting is characteriz
by the fact that all endomorphisms ofA lift to endomorphisms ofAcan.

1 Research made possible by a fellowship of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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224 B. MOONEN

The main goal of this paper is to generalize this theory to moduli spaces of PEL type. Roughly
speaking these are moduli spaces for triplesA = (A, ι, λ) whereι :O → End(A) is an action of
a given ringO by endomorphisms andλ is a polarization. The precise formulation of the moduli
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problem is somewhat involved; see Section 4.1for details. Let us remark that one also fix
certain discrete invariants, such as the structure of the tangent spaceLie(A) as anO-module.
This invariant, classically referred to as the CM-type, plays an important role in this paper

0.2. Let Ag be the moduli stack of principally polarized abelian varieties. In some case
classical Serre–Tate theory “induces” results for Shimura subvarieties ofAg . Namely, letE be a
number field and supposeS ↪→ Ag ⊗ E is an irreducible component of a Shimura subvariet
v is a prime ofE abovep, consider the integral modelS ↪→ Ag ⊗OE,v obtained by taking the
Zariski closure ofS insideAg. If x ∈ S ⊗ κ(v) is ordinary as a point ofAg we obtain, taking
formal completions atx, formal schemesSx ⊂ Ax over W (κ(v)). Now Ax has a canonica
structure of a formal torus, and it is known thatSx is a formal subtorus ofAx. (At finitely
many placesv this requires a slight refinement.) IfS is of PEL type this follows from the resul
of Deligne and Illusie in [4]; in the general case this was proven by Noot in [27]. ThusSx

“inherits” a formal group structure fromAx.
However, in the situation just considered it may happen that the special fibre ofS does not

meet the ordinary locus ofAg. In that case the previous results give us nothing. To arrive
meaningful theory we need a new notion of ordinariness. This is where the work starts.

0.3. Definition of ordinariness.Let A be an abelian variety over a fieldK of characteristicp.
For simplicity assume thatA admits a prime-to-p polarization. There areseveral ways to defin
what it means forA to be ordinary. One possible definition is based on the classificatio
Barsotti–Tate groups up to isogeny over an algebraically closed field (Dieudonné, Manin). So, i
K ⊂ k = k̄ thenA with dim(A) = g is ordinary ifAk[p∞] is isogenous to(Qp/Zp)g × Ĝg

m.
Another approach uses only thep-kernel ofA. Namely, we haveA[p](k) ∼= (Z/pZ)f for some

f ∈ {0, . . . , g}, called thep-rank ofA. Then another definition of ordinariness is given by
condition that thep-rank is maximal, i.e.,f = g. This is equivalent to the statement thatAk[p] is
isomorphic, as a group scheme, to(Z/pZ)g × µg

p.
It is well known that the above two definitions of ordinariness are equivalent. What is m

A is ordinary thenAk[p∞] is even isomorphic to(Qp/Zp)g × Ĝg
m.

The two approaches to ordinariness are best viewed in terms of stratifications ofAg. On the
one hand, the classification of BT (Barsotti–Tate groups) up to isogeny gives rise to aNewton
Polygon stratificationof Ag in characteristicp. Two moduli points are in the same NP-strat
iff the associated BT are isogenous. On the other hand, there is a classification ofp-kernel group
schemes overk = k̄ up to isomorphism, due to Kraft. This gives rise to the so-calledEkedahl–
Oort stratificationof Ag ⊗ Fp, in which two points are in the same stratum iff the associa
p-kernel group schemes are isomorphic. For more details about these stratifications we refer
Oort, [28] and [29] and Rapoport’s report [30]. Although the two stratifications are in m
respects very different, they each have a uniqueopen stratum (the ordinary locus), and part o
what was said above can be rephrased by saying that these two open subsets ofAg ⊗ Fp are
actually the same.

Let us now consider a PEL moduli problem. We restrict our attention to primes of
reduction. Essentially this means that we work in characteristicp > 2 such that (withO as in 0.1)
O ⊗ Zp is a maximal order in a product of matrix algebras over unramified extensions oQp.
The PEL moduli problem is represented by a stackAD which is smooth over a finite unramifie
extensionOE,v of Zp; here the subscriptD refers to the precise data that have been fixed in o
to define the moduli problem.
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SERRE–TATE THEORY FOR MODULI SPACES OF PEL TYPE 225

To a tripleA = (A, ι, λ) we can associateX := A[p∞] with its induced action ofO ⊗Zp and
polarizationλ. A classification theory for such triplesX := (X, ι, λ) up to isogeny was developed
by Kottwitz [16] and Rapoport and Richartz [31]. Their results give rise to a stratification ofAD ;
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we refer to this as the (generalized) NP stratification. A pointx∈ AD is said to beµ-ordinary if
it lies in an open (= maximal-dimensional) NP stratum.

On the other hand, we may considerY := A[p] with its induced action ofO ⊗ Fp and
polarizationλ. A classification of such triplesY := (Y, ι, λ) was given by the author in [24]. (Th
extends results of Kraft [18] and of Oort [28] in the Siegel modular case; in the Hilbert mo
case our results had previously been obtained by Goren and Oort [9].) Again this gives
a stratification ofAD , referred to as the (generalized) EO stratification. See also Wedhorn
We say that a pointx∈ AD is [p]-ordinary if it lies in an open EO stratum.

Our results in [24] include a completely explicit description of the triplesY that occur, in terms
of their Dieudonné modules. In particular, we can describe the tripleY that corresponds to the[p]-
ordinary stratum directly in terms of the dataD used in the formulation of the moduli problem
What is more, we can also give an explicit Barsotti–Tate groupXord(D) with polarization and
O ⊗ Zp-action such that itsp-kernel is of the[p]-ordinary type. We refer toXord(D) as the
standard ordinary objectdetermined by the dataD ; it should be thought of as taking the ro
that is played by(Qp/Zp)g × Ĝg

m in the classical theory. With these notations the main re
obtained in Sections 1.3 and 3.2 is the following.

THEOREM. – Letk be an algebraically closed field of characteristicp. LetA correspond to a
k-valued pointx of the PEL moduli spaceAD . WriteX := (A[p∞], ι, λ) andY := (A[p], ι, λ).
Then the following are equivalent:

(a) A is µ-ordinary, which means thatX is isogenous toXord(D);
(b) A is [p]-ordinary, which means thatY is isomorphic to thep-kernel ofXord(D);
(c) X is isomorphic toXord(D).

This theorem gives us a well-defined ordinary locus inAD in characteristicp. We remark tha
if A is ordinary then in general it is not true that the underlying abelian varietyA is ordinary in the
classical sense. In fact, given the PEL dataD it is very easy to decide whether the underlyingA
is ordinary or not; see 1.3.10.

In [25] we have proven a dimension formula for the Ekedahl–Oort strata onA . In particular,
we show that the[p]-ordinary stratum is the unique EO-stratum of maximal dimens
Combined with the theorem this gives a new proof of the main result of Wedhorn [36]:

COROLLARY (Wedhorn). –The ordinary locus is Zariski-dense inAD .

0.4. Deformation theory of ordinary objects.If x ∈ AD(K) is an ordinary moduli poin
(in the “new” meaning of the term) then we have, at least overk = k̄, a completely explici
description of the corresponding tripleX . Note thatXk is independent of the ordinary pointx.
This becomes particularly relevant when we study deformations of ordinary objects, as it i
that the structure of the formal deformation spaceD := Def(Ax) is (geometrically) the same fo
all ordinary pointsx.

In order to explain our results on deformation theory, it is perhaps best to look at an ex
So, let us suppose that we have a CM-fieldZ of degree2m, with totally real subfieldZ0.
Supposep is a prime number that is totally inert in the extensionQ ⊂ Z0 and that splits inZ .
Consider an orderO ⊂ Z which is maximal atp. If q = pm thenO ⊗ Zp

∼= W (Fq) × W (Fq),
and the non-trivial automorphism ofZ/Z0 acts by interchanging the two factorsW (Fq). The
triplesX = (X = A[p∞], ι, λ) arising in our moduli problem are of the following form. We ha
X = X1×XD

1 , whereX1 is a BT with a given action ofW (Fq), whereXD
1 is its Serre-dual with

inducedW (Fq)-action, and where the polarization is obtained from the duality between th
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226 B. MOONEN

factors. Hence we are reduced to the study of BT withW (Fq)-action, without any polarization.
We shall from now on use the letterX for this somewhat simpler object.

At this point we can make the role of the “CM-type” more visible. Namely, suppose
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X = (X, ι) is a BT with W (Fq)-action, over a fieldk = k̄ with char(k) = p. Let M be the
Dieudonné module ofX . Let I be the set of embeddingsFq → k. Note that this is a set o
m elements that comes equipped with a cyclic ordering: ifi ∈I then we writei+1 := Frobk ◦ i
for the successor ofi. Now M , being a module overW (Fq) ⊗Zp W (k) =

∏
i∈I W (k),

decomposes into character spaces:

M =
⊕
i∈I

Mi.

Frobenius and Verschiebung restrict to mapsF :Mi → Mi+1 and V :Mi ← Mi+1. An easy
lemma shows thatd := rkW (k)(Mi) is independent ofi; we call it the height ofX . Next we
define themultiplication typeto be the functionf :I →{0,1, . . . , d} given by

f(i) := dimk

(
Ker(F :Mi/pMi →Mi+1/pMi+1)

)
.

In the formulation of the moduli problemAD , the invariantsd andf are fixed. The structur
of the ordinary objectXord = Xord(d, f) can be made fully explicit and depends only on
pair (d, f). We find a natural slope decompositionXord = X(1) × · · · ×X(r). This is analogou
to the decomposition of(Qp/Zp)g × Ĝg

m into its ind-étale part(Qp/Zp)g (slope0) and its ind-
multiplicative partĜg

m (slope1). But, in contrast with the classical case, we can have any nu
r � 1 of slopes. (In fact,r − 1 is the cardinality of the setf(I ) ∩ [1, d− 1].) The biggerr, the
more complex the structure that we find on the formal deformation spaceD:

One slope.If r = 1 then we find thatXord = X(1) is rigid, meaning that its formal deformatio
functor is pro-represented byW (k). In particular, there is auniquelifting Xcan of Xord to a BT
with W (Fq)-action overW (k).

Two slopes.In this case we find a nice generalization of the Serre–Tate formal g
structure on the formal deformation space. SupposeXord = X(1) × X(2). If R is an artin local
W (k)-algebra with residue fieldk then the factorsX(ν) each admit a unique liftingX (ν) overR.
The first thing we show is that every deformation ofX is an extension ofX (1) by X (2). As in
the classical case, it follows that the formal deformation spaceD has the structure of a form
group overW (k). TheW (Fq)-action on the two factorsX(ν) induces an action on the form
groupD.

Now comes the best part. Each of the two factorsX(ν) is isomorphic to a product of a numb
of copies of an ordinary object of height1. So, we have integersd1 andd2 with d1 + d2 = d, and
we have functionsg1, g2 :I →{0,1}, such thatX(ν) is isomorphic to the product ofdν copies
of the objectXord(1,gν). Moreover, the slope decomposition is such thatg1(i) � g2(i) for all
i ∈ I . Now we form a new multiplication typef′ :I → {0,1} by “subtracting”g1 from g2:
let f′(i) = 0 if g1(i) = g2(i) andf′(i) = 1 if g1(i) = 0 andg2(i) = 1. The associated ordina
objectXord(1, f′) is isoclinic (one slope), so by the above it has a canonical liftingXcan(1, f′)
overW (k). The result that we find is as follows.

THEOREM. – With notation as above, the formal deformation spaceD = Def(Xord) has a
natural structure of a BT withW (Fq)-action overW (k), and we have

D ∼= Xcan(1, f′)d1d2
.
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SERRE–TATE THEORY FOR MODULI SPACES OF PEL TYPE 227

It is nice to compare this with the classical ordinary case: If the underlying abelian varietyA
is ordinary in the classical sense then we haveg1(i) = 0 andg2(i) = 1 for all i ∈ I , hence
f′(i) = 1 for all i. This is precisely the case whereD is a formal torus.
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More than two slopes.If Xord = X(1) × · · · × X(r) with r > 2 then we no longer find th
structure of a formal group on the formal deformation spaceD. We introduce a new notion
called anr-cascade, and we show thatD naturally admits such a structure. For1 � a < b � r, let
us introduce the notationX(a,b) :=

∏b
ν=a X(ν). A key observation is that for any deformati

of X we can lift the slope filtration. More precisely: ifX is a deformation ofX then there is a
unique filtration by sub-objects

0 ⊂ X (r,r) ⊂ X (r−1,r) ⊂ · · · ⊂ X (1,r) = X

such that the special fibre ofX (a,r) is X(a,r). As a consequence we find that we can arrange
formal deformation spacesD(a,b) := Def(X(a,b)) in a “tower”:

D(1,r)

D(1,r−1) D(2,r)

D(1,r−2) D(2,r−1) D(3,r)

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Saying thatD(1,r) = Def(X) has the structure of anr-cascade essentially means that in e
diamond

D

D′ D′′

D′′′

in the tower, viewingD′′′ as the formal base scheme,D′ andD′′ have the structure of a relativ
formal group, and thatD has the structure of a biextension overD′ × D′′. The structure group
occurring in these biextensions can all be made explicit in terms of “subtraction of multiplic
types”, as in the case of two slopes.

Even though anr-cascade is (forr > 2) a more complicated object than a formal group, it
a number of “group-like” features that play a role in Serre–Tate theory. Thus, for instance,D has
an origin, corresponding to a canonical lifting ofA. Also we have the notion of a torsion poin
and we show, fork = Fp, that the torsion points ofD correspond precisely to the CM-lifting
of A, as in the classical theory.

0.5. As is well-known, PEL moduli problems break up in three cases, labelled A, C a
The example that we have taken in 0.4 is of type A, which tends to produce the most inte
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228 B. MOONEN

new phenomena. In Case C we essentially only find structures that are already covered by
classical Serre–Tate theory. Case D, finally, is technically the most problematic. Despite the
extra work, we have included type D throughout the paper. This requires that, in addition to the
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invariantsd andf, we keep track of a further discrete invariant,δ.

0.6. In the final section of this paper we discuss an application of our theory. In 4.
introduce the moduli spacesAD and we discuss how they decompose as a union of Shi
varieties. We discuss the possible values that the discrete invariants(d, f, δ) can take on thes
components, and we give some results on their fields of definition.

In Section 4.2 we study congruence relations. The conjecture, as formulated by Blas
Rogawski in [1], is that the Frobenius correspondenceΦ on (the Shimura components of)AD

in characteristicp satisfies a certain polynomial relation of which the coefficients are H
correspondences. This Hecke polynomialH(G ,X ) is defined in a purely group-theoretic wa
starting from a Shimura datum(G ,X ).

Most of the material in Section 4.2 closely follows Wedhorn’s paper [37]. The approach
here is the one of Chai and Faltings in Chapter VII of their book [7]. The main result o
section is that the desired relationH(G ,X )(Φ) = 0 holds over the ordinary locus. We refer to t
body of the text for a precise statement.

Notation. We typically use the letterX for Barsotti–Tate groups andY for BT1. The
Dieudonné module ofX (respectivelyY ) is calledM (respectivelyN ). In discussions abou
BTn for arbitraryn ∈ N ∪ {∞} we use the letterX . For deformations we often useX andY .
For abelian varieties we use the letterA. Underlined letters represent objects equipped with
action of a given ring and possibly also a polarization.

1. Ordinary Barsotti–Tate O-modules

1.1. BT1 with O-structure

1.1.1. We fix a prime numberp. For the definition of a Barsotti–Tate group (= p-divisible
group) and a truncated Barsotti–Tate group we refer to Illusie [11]. We abbreviate “Barsotti–Ta
group” to BT∞ or simply BT, and “truncated Barsotti–Tate group of leveln” to BTn.

Let O be aZp-algebra. Letn ∈ N ∪ {∞}. By a BTn with O-structure over a basisS we
mean a pairX = (X, ι) whereX is a BTn overS andι :O → EndS(X) is a homomorphism
of Zp-algebras. (An alternative name would be “BTn O-module”, which is less satisfactory fo
typographical reasons.)

We shall study BTn using contravariant Dieudonné theory as in Fontaine [8].

1.1.2. Let B be a finite dimensional semi-simpleFp-algebra. Letk be an algebraically
closed field of characteristicp. The first problem studied in [24] is the classification of BT1 with
B-structure overk. This generalizes the work of Kraft [18], who classified group schemes k
by p without additional structure. We shall briefly review our results.

Write κ for the center ofB. Thenκ is a product of finite fields, sayκ = κ1 × · · · × κν .
Let I = I1 ∪ · · · ∪Iν be the set of homomorphismsκ→ k.

Consider pairs(N,L) consisting of a finitely generatedB ⊗Fp k-moduleN and a submodul
L ⊂ N . Note that the simple factors ofB ⊗Fp k are indexed byI , so we get canonica
decompositionsN =

⊕
i∈I Ni and L =

⊕
i∈I Li. Define two functionsd, f :I → Z�0 by

d(i) = length(Ni) and f(i) = length(Li), taking lengths asB ⊗Fp k-modules. The pair(d, f)
determines the pair(N,L) up to isomorphism.

4e SÉRIE– TOME 37 – 2004 –N◦ 2



SERRE–TATE THEORY FOR MODULI SPACES OF PEL TYPE 229

To the pair(N,L) we associate an algebraic groupG over k and a conjugacy classX of
parabolic subgroups ofG. First we define ∏

e
wn

acy
p
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ets

hat
o
.

G := GLB⊗Fpk(N) ∼=
i∈I

GLd(i),k.

Then the stabilizerP := Stab(L) is a parabolic subgroup ofG, and we define

X := theG-conjugacy class ofP .

1.1.3. Let Y = (Y, ι) be a BT1 with B-structure overk. Write N for the Dieudonné modul
of Y and letL := Ker(F )⊂ N . Let (d, f) be the corresponding pair of functions. It can be sho
(see [24], 4.3) that the functiond is constant on each of the subsetsIn ⊂ I . We refer to(d, f)
as thetypeof (Y, ι).

1.1.4. Fix a type(d, f) with d constant on each subsetIn ⊂ I . Fix a pair ofB ⊗Fp k-
modulesL0 ⊂ N0 of type (d, f). Let (G,X) be the associated algebraic group and conjug
class of parabolic subgroups. LetWG be the Weyl group ofG, and letWX ⊂ WG be the subgrou
corresponding toX.

To a pair Y = (Y, ι) of type (d, f) we associate an elementw(Y ) ∈ WX\WG. This is
done as follows. Write(N,F,V ) for the Dieudonné module ofY . As Y is a BT1 we have
Ker(F ) = Im(V ) andIm(F ) = Ker(V ). Using this, one can show that there exists a filtratio

C• : (0) = C0 ⊂C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Cr = N

that is the coarsest filtration with the properties that
(i) for everyj there exists an indexf(j) ∈ {0,1, . . . , r} with F (Cj) = Cf(j);
(ii) for every j there exists an indexv(j) ∈ {0,1, . . . , r} with V −1(Cj) = Cv(j) .

We refer to this filtration as thecanonical filtrationof N .
SetL := Ker(F ) ⊂ N . Choose an isomorphismξ :N ∼−→N0 that restricts toL

∼−→ L0. This
allows us to viewC• as a filtration ofN0. Choose any refinementF• of C• to a complete
flag. The relative position ofL0 andF• is given by an elementw(L0,F•) ∈ WX\WG. It can
be shown that this element is independent of the choice ofξ and the refinementF•; see [24],
especially 4.6 for details. Now definew(Y ) := w(L0,F•).

With these notations, the first main result of [24] can be stated as follows.

1.1.5. THEOREM. – Assume thatk = k̄. The mapY �→ w(Y ) gives a bijection{
isomorphism classes of

Y of type(d, f)

}
∼−→WX\WG.

1.1.6. We retain the notation of 1.1.2. Note thatAut(k) naturally acts on the setZI .
Fix a type(d, f). Assume that the functiond :I → Z�0 is constant on each of the subs

In ⊂ I ; this is equivalent to the condition thatd is invariant underAut(k). Next consider
Stab(f) := {α ∈ Aut(k) | αf = f}. We defineE(d, f) ⊂ k to be the fixed field ofStab(f). For
instance, ifB is a simple algebra, letm0 be the smallest positive integer with the property t
f(i + m0) = f(i) for all i ∈ I ; thenE(d, f) ⊂ k is the subfield withpm0 elements. We refer t
E(d, f) as the “modp reflex field”; see Remark 4.1.11 for an explanation of this terminology

Let K ⊂ k be a perfect subfield. LetY be a BT1 with κ-structure overK of type (d, f). We
claim that the existence of such an object implies thatE(d, f)⊂ K . To see this we may replacek
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230 B. MOONEN

by the separable closure ofK . If α ∈ Aut(k) thenαY has type(d, αf). The assumption thatY
is defined overK therefore implies thatGal(k/K)⊂ Stab(f).
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1.1.7. The study of BT1 with B-structure easily reduces to the case thatB = κ is a finite
field. Indeed, as the Brauer group of a finite field is trivial we haveB ∼= Mr1(κ1)×· · ·×Mrl

(κl),
where theκn are finite fields,char(κn) = p. Fixing such an isomorphism, every BT1 with
B-structure decomposes asY = (Y 1)

r1 × · · · × (Y l)
rl , whereY n is a BT1 with κn-structure.

If B = κ is a finite field, I is simply the set of embeddingsκ → k. This set come
equipped with a natural cyclic ordering: ifi ∈ I we write i + 1 := Frobk ◦ i for its successor
The type(d, f) of a BT1 with κ-structure consists of a non-negative integerd and a function
f :I →{0, . . . , d}. The integerd is also referred to as theheightof the truncated Barsotti–Ta
κ-module. (The underlying BT1 without additional structure has heightd · [κ : Fp].)

1.2. The[p]-ordinary type

1.2.1. Situation. – Letk be an algebraically closed field of characteristicp > 0. Let σ be the
Frobenius automorphism ofW (k). Letκ be a field ofpm elements, and writeO = W (κ). Recall
thatI := Hom(κ, k) = Hom(O,W (k)).

Let X be a BT withO-structure overk. Write Y := X[p], which is a BT1 with κ-structure.
Let (d, f) be its type. Let(G,X) be as in 1.1.4. We fix a maximal torus and Borel subgroup inG;
this gives us a set of generators for the Weyl groupWG.

1.2.2. DEFINITION. – Let word ∈ WX\WG be the class of the longest element ofWG. We
say thatY is [p]-ordinary, and also thatX is [p]-ordinary, ifw(Y ) = word.

By Theorem 2.1.2 of [25],Y is [p]-ordinary if and only ifAut(Y ) is finite.

1.2.3. We define a BT withO-structureXord = Xord(d, f) that is [p]-ordinary. We refer to
Xord as thestandard ordinaryBT with O-structure of type(d, f).

Let M be the freeW (k)-module with basisei,j for i ∈ I and j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Write
Mi :=

∑d
j=1 W (k) · ei,j , and leta ∈ O act onMi as the multiplication byi(a) ∈ W (k). Next

define Frobenius and Verschiebung on base vectors by

F (ei,j) =
{

ei+1,j if j � d− f(i);
p · ei+1,j if j > d− f(i); V (ei+1,j) =

{
p · ei,j if j � d− f(i);
ei,j if j > d− f(i).

These data define a Dieudonné moduleMord = Mord(d, f) with O-structure, and we defineXord

to be the corresponding BT withO-structure. It is easily verified thatXord is indeed[p]-ordinary;
cf. [24], 4.9.

We writeY ord = Y ord(d, f) := Xord[p]. Its Dieudonné module isNord = Mord/pMord.

1.2.4. Remark. – Taked = 1 and f(i) = 0 for all i. We write X et for the correspondin
standard ordinary BT. IfK is the fraction field ofO thenX et is none other than the ind-éta
p-divisible groupK/O with its naturalO-structure. The underlying BT withoutO-structure is
isomorphic to(Qp/Zp)m. LetXmult be the standard ordinary object corresponding tod = 1 and
f(i) = 1 for all i; it is the Serre dual ofX et. The underlying BT in this case is(Ĝm)m.

In general, we do not know a description ofXord as a functor, other than using the “inver
Dieudonné functor”M �→X as in Fontaine [8], III, 1.3.
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1.2.5. We fix a type(d, f). Let r − 1 be the number of values in the interval[1, d − 1] that
occur asf(i) for somei ∈I . Define integers0 � a1 � a2 � · · ·� ad by∣

e

tion
ic

l

te
[25],

g

aj := #
{
i ∈ I ∣ f(i) > d− j

}
.

Let 0 � λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λr be the integers occurring asaj for somej; note that there ar
preciselyr of them. Letdν := #{j | aj = λν} and define functions

fν :I →{0, dν} by fν(i) =
{

0 if f(i) <
∑r

j=ν dj ;
dν if f(i) �

∑r
j=ν dj .

With the obvious meaning of the notation we have(d, f) =
∑r

ν=1(d
ν , fν).

Finally we defineOrd(d, f) to be the polygon with slopesaj (j = 1, . . . , d).

1.2.6. Consider the Dieudonné moduleNord = Nord(d, f) as in 1.2.3. For eachj ∈
{1, . . . , d} the subspace

∑
i∈I k · ei,j of N is a Dieudonné submodule, stable under the ac

of κ. We find thatNord is a direct sum ofd objects of height1. Grouping together isomorph
layers we get a decomposition into isotypic components

Nord(d, f) = Nord(d1, f1)⊕ · · · ⊕Nord(dr , fr).

ForY ord this gives a decompositionY ord(d, f) =
∏r

ν=1 Y ord(dν , fν). Similarly we have aslope
decompositionXord(d, f) =

∏r
ν=1 Xord(dν , fν).

1.2.7. LEMMA. – Notation as in1.2.6.
(i) We have

End(Y ord) = End
(
Y ord(d1, f1)

)
× · · · ×End

(
Y ord(dr, fr)

)
∼= Md1(κ)× · · · ×Mdr(κ).

(ii) If Y is a [p]-ordinary BT1 with κ-structure of type(d, f) then we have a canonica
decompositionY = Y (1) × · · · × Y (r) such thatY (ν) ∼= Y ord(dν , fν).

Proof. –By definition, Y being [p]-ordinary means that it is isomorphic toY ord. As such
an isomorphism is unique up to an element ofAut(Y ord) we see that (ii) is an immedia
consequence of (i). The proof of (i) is an easy exercise, using arguments as in
Section 2.2. �

As mentioned in 1.2.6,Y is isomorphic to a product ofd objects of height1; note however
that this finer decomposition isnot canonical, unlessr = d.

1.3. Ordinary BT with O-structure

1.3.1. Situation as in 1.2.1. LetM = (M,F,V, ι) be the Dieudonné module ofX . We have
a natural decomposition into character spacesM =

⊕
i∈I Mi. Frobenius and Verschiebun

restrict toσ-linear mapsFi :Mi → Mi+1 andσ−1-linear mapsVi :Mi ← Mi+1.
Let #κ = pm, so thatI hasm elements. Fori ∈ I , define theσm-linear endomorphismΦi

of Mi by

Φi =
(
Mi

Fi−→Mi+1
Fi+1−−−→ · · · −→ Mi+m−1

Fi+m−1−−−−−→ Mi+m = Mi

)
.
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Then (Mi,Φi) is a σm-F -crystal overk. By construction,Fi induces an isogeny from
σ∗(Mi,Φi) to (Mi+1,Φi+1). In particular, the Newton polygon of(Mi,Φi) is independent of
i∈ I . We refer to this as the Newton polygon ofX . (This must not be confused with the Newton

see

map

the

al

gon
polygon ofX .) By contrast, easy examples show that in general the Hodge polygon of(Mi,Φi)
does depend oni.

1.3.2. PROPOSITION. – Let X andX ′ be BT withO-structure overk. ThenX andX ′ are
isogenous if and only if their Newton polygons are the same.

Proof. –This is an application of the theory of isocrystals with additional structure;
Kottwitz [16] and Rapoport and Richartz [31]. We sketch the argument.

Let K be the fraction field ofO . Write Q for the fraction field ofW (k). Setd := height(X),
and letΓ := ResK/Qp

GLd. The isogeny class ofX is classified byM ⊗Zp Qp, which is an
isocrystal withΓ-structure. This isocrystal, in turn, is classified by aσ-conjugacy class inΓ(Q).
The setB(Γ) of suchσ-conjugacy classes is studied by means of a so-called Newton
B(Γ)→ N (Γ); in our situation this is simply the map which associates toM⊗Zp Qp the Newton
polygon of(Mi,Φi). Let b̄ ∈ B(Γ) be theσ-conjugacy class ofb ∈ Γ(Q). To the elementb one
associates an algebraic groupJb, and it is shown (see [31], Proposition 1.17) that the fibre of
Newton map that contains̄b is in bijection withH1(Qp, Jb). Further,Jb is an inner form of a
Levi subgroup ofΓ. In our situation this means thatJb is an inner form of a product of gener
linear groups. HenceH1(Qp, Jb) = 0 and the Newton map is injective.�

1.3.3. DEFINITION. – LetX be a BT withO-structure overk, of type(d, f). We say thatX
is µ-ordinary if its Newton polygon equals the polygonOrd(d, f) defined in 1.2.5.

The terminology “µ-ordinary” follows Wedhorn’s paper [36].

1.3.4. LEMMA. – Let X be as in1.3.1. Then its Newton polygon is on or above the poly
Ord(d, f) defined in1.2.5, and the two polygons have the same end point.

Proof. –This is [31], Theorem 4.2, (ii), taking into account loc. cit., Proposition 2.4, (iv).�
1.3.5. LEMMA. – LetX be as in1.3.1. Defineaj as in1.2.5. Fix i ∈ I , and let

0 � b
(i)
1 � b

(i)
2 � · · ·� b

(i)
d

be the Hodge slopes of(Mi,Φi). Thenb
(i)
1 � a1.

Proof. –By [12], 1.2.1, we have to show thatΦi(Mi) ⊂ pa1 · Mi. By definition,a1 is the
number of indicesν ∈ I such thatf(ν) = d. But f(ν) = d just means, writingN := M/pM ,
that the FrobeniusFν :Nν → Nν+1 is zero, which is equivalent to saying thatFν :Mν → Mν+1

lands insidep ·Mν+1. As Φi is obtained as a composition of allFν , the lemma follows. �
1.3.6. LEMMA. – Let R be ap-adically complete ring. Letρ be an automorphism ofR. Let

C1, C2, C3 and C4 be matrices with coefficients inR, of sizesr × s, s × s, s × r and r × r,
respectively. Assume thatC2 is invertible. Then the matrix equation

C1 + XC2 + pC3 · ρX + pXC4 · ρX = 0

has a solution forX ∈ Mr×s(R).

Proof. –The idea is simply that a solution has the formX = −C1C
−1
2 + p · X ′, whereX ′

satisfies an equation

C′
1 + X ′C′

2 + pC′
3 · ρX ′ + pX ′C′

4 · ρX ′ = 0.
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Writing Γ := C1C
−1
2 , the coefficients of the new equation are given by

C′
1 = C3

ρΓ + ΓC4
ρΓ, C′

2 = C2 − pC4
ρΓ, C′

3 = C3 − ΓC4, and C′
4 = pC4.

e

rem

t

e
t

n

e

e
a

ll
Note thatC′
2 is again invertible, as its determinant is a unit modulop and R is p-adically

complete. Iterating this we obtain a power series development forX , converging to a
solution. �

1.3.7. THEOREM. – Let X be a BT withO-structure overk. Let (d, f) be its type. Then th
following are equivalent:

(a) X is µ-ordinary;
(b) X is [p]-ordinary;
(c) X ∼= Xord(d, f).

Proof. –Recall the definition ofr (= the number of slopes) in 1.2.5. We first prove the theo
under the assumption that it is true forr = 1.

We have (c)⇒ (b) by definition ofXord(d, f). Now assume thatX is µ-ordinary and tha
r > 1. The first assumption means, by definition, that the Newton polygon ofX equalsOrd(d, f).
Let q be index such thata1 = a2 = · · · = aq < aq+1. (Note that not allaj are equal, asr > 1.)
By Mazur’s basic slope estimate (see [12], Theorem 1.4.1),Ord(d, f) lies on or above the Hodg
polygon of(Mi,Φi), for everyi ∈ I . Combining this with Lemma 1.3.5 we find that the firsq

slopes of these polygons are equal, i.e.,a1 = b
(i)
1 = · · · = b

(i)
q . Katz [12], Theorem 1.6.1, the

tells us that(Mi,Φi) decomposes:

(Mi,Φi) = (M ′
i ,Φ

′
i)⊕ (M ′′

i ,Φ′′
i )

in such a way that

Newton slopes(M ′
i ,Φ

′
i) = Hodge slopes(M ′

i ,Φ
′
i) = (a1, a2, . . . , aq);

Newton slopes(M ′′
i ,Φ′′

i ) = (aq+1, . . . , ad);

Hodge slopes(M ′′
i ,Φ′′

i ) = (b(i)
q+1, . . . , b

(i)
d ).

By construction,M ′
i andM ′′

i+1 have no Newton slopes in common. Therefore,Fi mapsM ′
i

into M ′
i+1 andM ′′

i into M ′′
i+1. This means thatX decomposes asX = X ′ ×X ′′, such that the

Dieudonné module ofX ′ (respectivelyX ′′) is ⊕M ′
i (respectively⊕M ′′

i ). It easily follows from
Lemma 1.3.4 thatX ′ andX ′′ are againµ-ordinary. By induction on the numberr we may then
assume that each is isomorphic to a standard ordinary BT withO-structure. (Here we use th
assumption that the theorem is true forr = 1.) This readily implies thatX is isomorphic to the
standard ordinary BT of type(d, f) and thatX is [p]-ordinary.

Next assume thatX is [p]-ordinary. As usual we writeN = M/pM for the Dieudonné modul
of Y . Our assumption means thatN ∼= Nord(d, f). Define q as above. By 1.2.7 we have
canonical decomposition

N = N (1) ⊕ · · · ⊕N (r).

Let N ′ := N (1) andN ′′ := ⊕r
ν=2N

(ν). The decompositionsNi = N ′
i ⊕N ′′

i are such that, for a
i∈ I ,

(1.3.7.1) eitherFi :Ni →Ni+1 is injective onN ′
i , or Fi = 0 on all ofNi.

We want to show that there is a sub-crystalM ′
i ⊂ Mi that reduces toN ′

i modulop. As we have
seen in Lemma 1.3.5,Φi is divisible bypa1 ; hence we can define aσm-linear endomorphismΨi
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of Mi by Ψi := p−a1 ·Φi. (Herem = #I .) If y ∈ Mi, write y for its class inNi. We need two
properties ofΨi. Firstly,

at

s

x

he

d

(1.3.7.2) ify ∈N ′′
i thenΨi(y) ∈ p ·Mi.

This is shown by the same argument as in 1.3.5; note that the number of elementsi ∈ I for
whichF :N ′′

i →N ′′
i+1 is zero is> a1, by construction ofN ′′. The other property we need is th

(1.3.7.3) if0 �= y ∈ N ′
i then0 �= Ψi(y) ∈ N ′

i .

To see this we have to look back at the definition ofΨi. For eachFν :Mν →Mν+1 (with ν ∈ I )
there are two possibilities. Either(Fν mod p) �= 0. If this happens andy ∈ Mν with 0 �= y ∈ N ′

ν

then it follows from (1.3.7.1) that also0 �= Fν(y) ∈ N ′
ν+1. The other possibility, which occur

preciselya1 times, is that(Fν mod p) = 0. In this case, lety′ = p−1 ·Fν(y), which is the unique
element withVν(y′) = y. Looking at the structure of the Dieudonné moduleN = Nord(d, f), as
made explicit in 1.2.3, we see that0 �= y′ ∈ N ′

ν+1. Completing one full loop through the inde
setI we arrive at (1.3.7.3).

Let W = W (k). Choose aW -basisf1, . . . , fq, fq+1, . . . , fd for Mi such that

(W · f1 + · · ·+ W · fq)⊗W k
∼−→ N ′

i and (W · fq+1 + · · ·+ W · fd)⊗W k
∼−→N ′′

i .

Properties (1.3.7.2) and (1.3.7.3) imply that the matrix ofΨi with respect to this basis has t
form (

B1 pB2

pB3 pB4

)
with B1 an invertible matrix (of sizeq × q). Further, the chosen basis gives rise to a bijection

M(d−q)×q(W ) ∼−→
{

W-submodulesU ⊆ Mi of rankq,
with U/(pMi ∩U) ∼−→N ′

i

}
by sending a matrixA = (at,u)q+1�t�d,1�u�q to

UA := Span

(
f1 + p ·

d∑
j=q+1

aj1fj , . . . , fq + p ·
d∑

j=q+1

ajqfj

)
.

A straightforward computation shows thatΨi(UA) = UA′ with

A′ = (B3 + pB4 · σm

A)(B1 + p2B2 · σm

A)−1.

HenceUA is stable underΨi if and only if A · (B1 + p2B2 · σm

A) = (B3 + pB4 · σm

A).
Lemma 1.3.6 tells us that there exists anA with this property.

We proceed as follows. Choose a matrixA such thatM ′
i := UA is stable underΨi. Define

submodulesM ′
i+ν ⊆ Mi+ν by an inductive procedure: ifF = 0 onMi+ν , let

M ′
i+ν+1 := p−1 · F (Mi+ν);

otherwise letM ′
i+ν+1 := F (Mi+ν). By construction,M ′

i+m = Mi, so that we have well-define
submodulesM ′

i ⊆ Mi for all i ∈ I . The direct sumM ′ :=
⊕

i∈I M ′
i is a sub-crystal ofM . On
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the level of BT withO-structure we find thatX sits in an exact sequence

(1.3.7.4) 0→ X ′′ →X →X ′ → 0,

tion
sions
such that the Dieudonné module ofX ′ is M ′. Thep-kernel ofX ′ (respectively ofX ′′) is the one
given by the Dieudonné moduleN ′ (respectively the Dieudonné moduleN/N ′ ∼= N ′′). Hence
X ′ andX ′′ are both[p]-ordinary. By induction on the numberr we may assume thatX ′ andX ′′

areµ-ordinary, and asX is isogenous toX ′ × X ′′ it follows that alsoX is µ-ordinary. (Note
that (1.3.7.4) splits, as now follows using (a)⇒ (c).)

To finish the proof of the theorem we have to consider the caser = 1. If r = 1 then for all
i ∈ I , eitherf(i) = 0 or f(i) = d. But for such a type there is only one BT1 with κ-structure,
up to isomorphism. So ifX is any BT withO-structure withr = 1 thenX is [p]-ordinary. On
the other hand, in the first part of the proof we have seen thatX is alsoµ-ordinary. Finally,
in the last part of the proof we have seen thatΦi = pa1 · Ψi with Ψi :Mi → Mi a σm-linear
bijection. (If r = 1 thenM = M ′.) As k = k̄ we can choose aW (k)-basisei,1, . . . , ei,d for Mi

such thatΨi(ei,j) = ei,j . Now we choose bases for the character spacesMi+n, for n = 1, . . . ,m,
by induction:

ei+n+1,j :=
{

Fi+n(ei+n,j) if Fi+n �= 0 mod p;
p−1Fi+n(ei+n,j) if Fi+n = 0 mod p.

Our choice of theei,j is such thatei+m,j = ei,j . The conclusion is thatM is isomorphic to the
standard ordinary Dieudonné module of the given type. This completes the proof.�

1.3.8. DEFINITION. – Let K be a field of characteristicp. Let O be a finite unramified
extension ofZp. If X is a BT withO-structure overK then we say thatX is ordinary if X ⊗K k
satisfies the equivalent conditions of 1.3.7 for some (equivalently: every) fieldk = k̄ ⊃K .

1.3.9. Remark. – Thus far we have defined ordinariness only for BT withO-structure, where
O is a finite unramified extension ofZp. We can extend this, in an obvious way, to the situa
whereO is a maximal order in a product of matrix algebras over finite unramified exten
of Qp. We leave this to the reader.

1.3.10. Remark. – Let X = (X, ι) be an ordinary BT withO-structure overk = k̄, of type
(d, f). As usual we letm = [O : Zp]. ThenX , the underlying BT (withoutO-structure), isnot, in
general, ordinary in the classical sense. In fact, using our explicit description ofXord(d, f) and
the notation of 1.2.4, we find

(a) X ∼= (Qp/Zp)md ⇔ X ∼= Xd
et ⇔ f(i) = 0 for all i ∈ I ;

(b) X ∼= (Ĝm)md ⇔ X ∼= Xd
mult ⇔ f(i) = d for all i ∈ I ;

(c) X is ordinary if and only iff is a constant function onI .
In terms of the “modp reflex field”E(d, f) defined in 1.1.6 we find thatX is ordinary if and only
if E(d, f) = Fp. This result is to be compared with [36], Theorem 1.6.3.

1.3.11. LEMMA. – Let O be a finite unramified extension ofZp with residue fieldκ ∼= Fpm .
Fix a type(d, f), and let

Xord(d, f) = Xord(d1, f1)× · · · ×Xord(dr, fr).

be the decomposition of the corresponding standard ordinary BT overk = k̄, as in1.2.6. Then

End
(
Xord(d, f)

)
= End

(
Xord(d1, f1)

)
× · · · ×End

(
Xord(dr, fr)

)
∼= Md1

(
W (κ)

)
× · · · ×Mdr

(
W (κ)

)
.
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Proof. –Easy exercise. �
1.3.12. COROLLARY. – Let K be a perfect field,char(K) = p. LetO be a finite unramified

e

e

f

.
th

e
n

extension ofZp. Let X be an ordinary BT withO-structure overK . Then there is a uniqu
decomposition

X = X(1) × · · · ×X(r)

over K such thatX(ν) is isoclinic of slopeλν , and for k ⊃ K algebraically closed we hav
X(ν) ⊗K k ∼= Xord(dν , fν).

Proof. –This follows from 1.3.11 using descent. Note that the slopes satisfy

λ1 < λ2 < · · ·< λr,

and that there are no nonzero homomorphisms between BT of different slopes.�

2. Deformation theory of ordinary objects

2.1. Deformation theory of BT with endomorphisms

2.1.1. Let K be a perfect field of characteristicp > 0. Write CW (K) for the category o

pairs (R,β), with R an artinian localW (K)-algebra andβ :R/mR
∼−→ K an isomorphism

Morphisms inCW (K) are local homomorphisms ofW (K)-algebras which are compatible wi
the given isomorphismsϕ.

Let (R,β) ∈CW (K). If X is a BTn with O-structure overK then by adeformation, or lifting,
of X over (R,β) we mean a pair(X , α) whereX is a BTn with O-structure overR and
α :X ⊗R,β K

∼−→ X . In practice we often omitβ from the notation.
The formal deformation functor ofX is the covariant functor

Def(X) :CW (K) → Sets

whose value on a pair(R,β) is the set of isomorphism classes of deformations ofX overR.

2.1.2. Situation. – Let K be a perfect field of characteristicp > 0. Let O be an unramified
extension ofZp of degreem with residue fieldκ; in other words:κ ∼= Fpm andO ∼= W (κ). Let
X be anordinaryBT with O-structure overK , of type(d, f). Let Y := X[p]. We writer for the
number of slopes, as defined in 1.2.5.

2.1.3. PROPOSITION(Wedhorn, [38]). –Situation as above. WriteT (respectivelyT D) for
the tangent space ofX (respectivelyXD) at the origin.

(i) The functorDef(X) is pro-representable and formally smooth overW (K).
(ii) The functorDef(Y ) is formally smooth overW (K). The canonical map

γ :Def(X)→ Def(Y )

is a hull.
(iii) The tangent spaces ofDef(X) and Def(Y ) are both canonically isomorphic to th

K-vector spaceT D ⊗κ⊗FpK T , and via these identificationsγ induces the identity map o
tangent spaces.
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2.1.4. In the situation of the proposition, the tangent space ofDef(X) can also be described
in terms of the Dieudonné moduleN of Y . Namely, there are natural isomorphisms

i-

y

T ∼= N [F ] := Ker(F ) and T D ∼=
(
N/N [F ]

)∨
.

This gives that overk = k̄ the tangent space ofDef(X) is isomorphic to⊕
i∈I

Hom
(
Ni/Ni[F ],Ni[F ]

)
.

In particular, the relative dimension ofDef(X) overW (K) is equal to
∑

i∈I f(i) · (d− f(i)).

2.1.5. COROLLARY. – SupposeX is isoclinic, meaning thatr = 1. ThenX is rigid, i.e.,
Def(X) is pro-represented byW (K).

Proof. –The assumption means that for alli ∈ I eitherf(i) = 0 or f(i) = d. �
2.1.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field,char(k) = p. Write σ for the Frobenius

automorphism ofW (k). Let A be a formally smoothW (k)-algebra. Fix an endomorphismϕA

lifting the Frobenius endomorphism ofA0 := A/pA and with(ϕA)|W (k) = σ.
Consider4-tuples(M ,Fil1(M ),∇, FM ) with
– M a freeA-module of finite rank;
– Fil1(M ) ⊂ M a direct summand;
– ∇ :M →M ⊗ Ω̂A/W (k) an integrable, topologically quasi-nilpotent connection;
– FM :M → M a ϕA-linear endomorphism,

such that, writingM̃ := M + p−1 Fil1(M ) andM0 := M ⊗A A0,
– FM induces an isomorphismM̃ ⊗A,ϕA A

∼−→M , and
– Fil1(M )⊗A A0 = Ker(FM ⊗ FrobA0 :M0 →M0).

With the obvious notion of a morphism, such4-tuples form a categoryMF∇
[0,1](A). Crystalline

Dieudonné theory establishes an anti-equivalence

(2.1.6.1) (BT overA)
anti-eq−−−−−→MF∇

[0,1](A).

See [23], Section 4 for further discussion.

2.1.7. We need a description of the4-tuple(M ,Fil1(M ),∇, FM ) corresponding to the un
versal deformation of an ordinary BT withO-structure,O a finite unramified extension ofZp. We
use a construction due to Faltings [6]. We start with the Dieudonné moduleM of X . If (d, f) is
the type ofX then on the standard basis{ei,j} for M (as in 1.2.3) the Hodge filtration is given b

Fil1(M) =
⊕

i∈I ,j>d−f(i)

W (k) · ei,j .

The submoduleM0 :=
⊕

i∈I ,j�d−f(i) W (k) · ei,j is a complement forFil1(M) in M .
Inside the algebraic groupGLO⊗ZpW (k)(M) =

∏
i∈I GLd,W (k), the stabilizer ofM0 is a

parabolic subgroup. LetU be its unipotent radical. In down-to-earth terms,U =
∏

i∈I Ui with

Ui = group of matrices

(
1 ∗
0 1

)
,

where the upper right-hand block has size(d− f(i))× f(i).
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Let A be the completed local ring ofU at the identity element. Thus,A is a formal power
series ring [[ ]]

e

-

f

he

re given
is

6,

al
ffices
A = W (k) u(i)
r,s ,

where the indices range overi ∈ I , overr ∈ {d + 1 − f(i), . . . , d} ands ∈ {1, . . . , d − f(i)}.

It will be convenient to formally putu(i)
r,s = 0 if r or s is not in the specified range. Defin

ϕA :A→A to be the lifting of Frobenius with(ϕA)|W (k) = σ andϕA(u(i)
r,s) = (u(i)

r,s)p.
Note that we have a tautological elementguniv ∈ GLO⊗ZpW (k)(M)(A).

2.1.8. PROPOSITION(Faltings, [6], § 7). –Define

M := M ⊗W (k) A, Fil1(M ) := Fil1(M)⊗W (k) A, and

FM := guniv ◦
(
FM ⊗ ϕA

)
.

Then there is a unique topologically quasi-nilpotent connection∇ :M → M ⊗ Ω̂A/W (k) that
is compatible withFM , and this connection is integrable. The ringO acts on the4-tuple
(M ,Fil1(M ),∇, FM ) by endomorphisms. Via the anti-equivalence of categories(2.1.6.1)this
4-tuple corresponds to the universal deformation ofX as a BT withO-action.

This result is also discussed in [23], § 4.

2.1.9. PROPOSITION(Lifting of the slope filtration). –LetK be a perfect field of characteris
tic p > 0. LetO be a finite unramified extension ofZp with residue fieldκ ∼= Fpm . LetX be an
ordinary BT withO-structure overK . Consider the decomposition ofX as in1.3.12, and define
(for 1 � a � b � r)

X(a,b) :=
∏b

j=a
X(j),

so that we have a slope filtration

0 ⊂ X(r,r) ⊂ X(r−1,r) ⊂ · · · ⊂ X(1,r) = X.

Let R be inCW (K). If (X , α) is a deformation ofX overR then there is a unique filtration o
X by sub-BT withO-structure,

0 ⊂ X (r,r) ⊂ X (r−1,r) ⊂ · · · ⊂ X (1,r) = X

such thatα :X ⊗R K
∼−→ X restricts to isomorphismsX (a,r) ⊗R K

∼−→X(a,r).

Proof. –To prove unicity we use Grothendieck–Messing deformation theory; on request of t
referee we give some details. SetRn := R/mn and consider the natural mapRn+1 � Rn. Its
kernel is an ideal of square zero, hence it carries a nilpotent PD structure. Suppose we a
a lifted slope filtrationX (•,r)

n of X ⊗ Rn. On the level of crystals, as in Messing [21], th
corresponds to a chain of quotients ofD(X ⊗Rn). Under the bijection of [21], Theorem V.1.
the given lifting X ⊗ Rn+1 of X ⊗ Rn corresponds to an admissible filtrationFil1 ⊂
D(X ⊗ Rn)Rn+1 . But then it is clear that there is at most one lifting ofX (•,r)

n over Rn+1,

corresponding to the image ofFil1 in the various modulesD(X (ν,r)
n )Rn+1 .

It suffices to prove the existence in the case thatK = k is algebraically closed; the gener
case then follows by descent, using the unicity of the lifted filtration. Further it clearly su
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to show that the desired filtration exists in caseX is the universal deformation ofX . Finally it
suffices to show thatX(2,r) lifts to a sub-object ofX .

We use the description of the universal deformation ofX given in 2.1.7 and 2.1.8. LetM ′ ⊂ M

d

be the submodule corresponding to the quotientX � X/X(2,r) = X(1). Let

d′ = min
{
d− f(i) | i ∈I

}
be the rank ofM ′ overO ⊗Zp W (k), so that

M ′ =
⊕
i∈I

Span(ei,j ; j = 1, . . . , d′).

SetM ′ := M ′ ⊗W (k) A andFil1(M ′) := Fil1(M ′)⊗W (k) A = M ′ ∩ Fil1(M ). Note that the
tautological elementguniv acts trivially onM ′, soFM restricts toFM ′ := FM ′ ⊗ ϕA onM ′.

We claim that∇(M ′) ⊆ M ′ ⊗ Ω̂A/W (k), i.e.,∇ restricts to a connection∇′ on M ′. If this
is true then(M ′,Fil1(M ′),∇′, FM ′) is a sub-object of(M ,Fil1(M ),∇, FM ) and the desired
lifting of X(2,r) is the one corresponding to the quotient-crystal.

In the proof of the claim we use the standard basis{ei,j} for the moduleM . Let {fi,j} be the
corresponding basis forM̃ ⊗A,ψA A; concretely,

fi,j =
{

ei,j ⊗ 1 if j > d− f(i);
p−1ei,j ⊗ 1 if j � d− f(i).

With respect to these bases Frobenius is given by

FM (fi,j) = guniv
i+1 (ei+1,j), guniv

i+1 =
(

1 u
(i+1)
r,s

0 1

)
.

The connection∇ decomposes into factors∇i :Mi → Mi ⊗ Ω̂A/W (k); let D(i) be thed × d

matrix of1-forms of∇i on the basisei,1, . . . , ei,d. Similarly, letD̃(i) be the matrix of the induce
connectioñ∇i onM̃i⊗A,ϕA A with respect to the basisfi,1, . . . , fi,d. ThenD̃(i) is obtained from
D(i) by applyingdϕA to all coefficients.

By definition,∇ is compatible with Frobenius, meaning that(F ⊗ id) ◦ ∇̃= ∇◦ F . But

∇◦ F (fi,j) =
d∑

µ=1

ei+1,µ ⊗D
(i+1)
µ,j +

d∑
r,µ=1

u
(i+1)
r,j ei+1,µ ⊗D(i+1)

µ,r +
d∑

r=1

ei+1,r ⊗ du
(i+1)
r,j ,

whereas

(F ⊗ id) ◦ ∇̃(fi,j) =
d∑

µ=1

{
ei+1,µ +

d∑
s=1

u(i+1)
s,µ ei+1,s

}
⊗ dϕA

(
D

(i)
µ,j

)
.

Here recall that we formally putu(i)
r,s = 0 if either r � d − f(i) or s > d − f(i). Comparing

coefficients ofei+1,ν (for fixedν ∈ {1, . . . , d}) we find

(2.1.9.1) D
(i+1)
ν,j +

d∑
r=1

u
(i+1)
r,j D(i+1)

ν,r + du
(i+1)
ν,j = dϕA

(
D

(i)
ν,j

)
+

d∑
µ=1

u(i+1)
ν,µ · dϕA

(
D

(i)
µ,j

)
.
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Now we specialize to the case thatν � d′ andj < d′. As u
(i+1)
ν,j = 0 andu

(i+1)
r,j �= 0 only for

r > d′, (2.1.9.1) becomes

-

,
a

on
ive
gful

a

n

D
(i+1)
ν,j = dϕA

(
D

(i)
ν,j

)
+

d∑
µ=1

u(i+1)
ν,µ · dϕA

(
D

(i)
µ,j

)
−

d∑
r=d′+1

u
(i+1)
r,j D(i+1)

ν,r .

By induction onn this readily implies that for alli ∈ I , all ν � d′ and j > d′ we have
D

(i)
ν,j ∈ mn

A · Ω̂A/W (k). But A is noetherian, so
⋂

n�0 mn
A · Ω̂A/W (k) = 0, soD

(i)
ν,j = 0 whenever

ν � d′ andj > d′. This is what we wanted to prove.�
2.2. Cascades

2.2.1. DEFINITION. – Let T be a topos with final objectS. Let r be a positive integer. An
r-cascadein T consists of the following data:

(1) commutativeT -groupsG(i,j) for 1 � i < j � r;
(2) objectsΓ(i,j) for 1 � i < j � r; if i � j then we putΓ(i,j) := S;
(3) morphismsλ(i,j) : Γ(i,j) → Γ(i,j−1) andρ(i,j) : Γ(i,j) → Γ(i+1,j) satisfying the commuta

tivity relationρ(i,j−1) ◦ λ(i,j) = λ(i+1,j) ◦ ρ(i,j);
(4) the structure onΓ(i,j) of a biextension of(Γ(i,j−1),Γ(i+1,j)) by G(i,j) ×Γ(i+1,j−1) in the

categoryT/Γ(i+1,j−1) .

Part (4) of the data is meaningful by induction onj − i. If j = i + 1 then, by convention
Γ(i,j−1) = Γ(i+1,j) = S and (4) means thatΓ(i,j) is to be equipped with the structure of
commutativeT -group isomorphic toG(i,j) . If j = i + m and data as in (4) are available
all Γ(i′,j′) with j′ − i′ < m thenΓ(i,j−1) andΓ(i+1,j) both have the structure of a commutat
group overΓ(i+1,j−1) (as part of their structure of a biextension), so that (4) is meanin
for Γ(i,j).

2.2.2. Example. – A 1-cascade only consists of the final objectS. A 2-cascade is just
commutativeT -group. A3-cascade is a biextension. A4-cascade is a commutative diagram

Γ(1,4)

Γ(1,3) Γ(2,4)

Γ(1,2) Γ(2,3) Γ(3,4)

with
– Γ(i,i+1) commutativeT -groups isomorphic toG(i,i+1) (for i = 1, 2, 3);
– Γ(1,3) a biextension of(Γ(1,2),Γ(2,3)) by G(1,3);
– Γ(2,4) a biextension of(Γ(2,3),Γ(3,4)) by G(2,4);
– Γ(1,4) a biextension of(Γ(1,3),Γ(2,4)) by G(1,4) × Γ(2,3) in the categoryT/Γ(2,3) .
We often refer to a cascade by the single letterΓ. We call theG(i,j) the group-constituentsof

the cascade andΓ(i,j) the(i, j)-truncation.
If Γ is an r-cascade,r � 2, thenΓ(1,r−1) andΓ(2,r) both inherit a natural structure of a

(r − 1)-cascade.
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2.2.3. DEFINITION. – LetΓ and∆ ber-cascades, with group constituentsG(i,j) andH(i,j),
respectively. Ahomomorphismf : Γ→ ∆ of cascadesis a collection of maps

e

t

o

n

e

f

of
2],
are
n

f (i,j) : Γ(i,j) → ∆(i,j)

and homomorphisms of groups

h(i,j) :G(i,j) →H(i,j)

satisfying the following two conditions.
(a) The mapsf (i,j) are compatible, in the obvious sense, with the given morphismsλ andρ;

symbolically we may write this as the conditions thatf ◦ λΓ = λ∆ ◦ f andf ◦ ρΓ = ρ∆ ◦ f .
(b) For all 1 � i < j � r, let a ‘˜ ’ denote a base change viaf (i+1,j−1), and write

f̃ (µ,ν) : Γ(µ,ν) → ∆̃(µ,ν) for the morphism overΓ(i+1,j−1) induced byf (µ,ν). Then the quadrupl
(f̃ (i,j−1), f̃ (i+1,j), h(i,j), f̃ (i,j)) is a homomorphism of biextensions overΓ(i+1,j−1).

2.2.4. DEFINITION. – Let Γ be anr-cascade. Letx ∈ Γ(1,r)(R) be anR-valued point, for
someR ∈ T . By induction onr we define what it means forx to be atorsion point: If r = 1
then everyx is torsion. Ifr � 2 then we say thatx is a torsion point if

(a)λ(x) ∈ Γ(1,r−1)(R) andρ(x) ∈ Γ(2,r)(R) are torsion points;
(b) x is a torsion point ofΓ(1,r) viewed as a group overΓ(1,r−1), and also a torsion poin

of Γ(1,r) viewed as a group overΓ(2,r).

Note that if (a) holds then in (b) it suffices to require thatx is a torsion point for one of the tw
group laws. To see this one uses that a biextension of a pair of groups(Γ1,Γ2) by a third group
has a canonical trivialization over{0}× Γ2 and overΓ1 × {0}.

2.2.5. An r-cascadeΓ has a natural zero section0 ∈ Γ(S). As above we define it by inductio
onr. We leave the details to the reader.

2.2.6. DEFINITION. – LetΓ be anr-cascade. Then we define thedual cascade, notationΓ∨,
to be ther-cascade obtained afterreplacing all index pairs(i, j) by (r + 1− j, r + 1− i). Thus,
the group constituents areG∨,(i,j) := G(r+1−j,r+1−i), the truncations are

Γ∨,(i,j) := Γ(r+1−j,r+1−i),

and the biextension structures are the same (after re-indexing) as those occurring inΓ.

2.3. The cascade structure on the deformation space

2.3.1. Situation as in 2.1.2. We first study the case that the Newton polygon ofX has
precisely two slopes, i.e.,r = 2. By 1.3.12 we have a decompositionX = X(1)×X(2) where the
factors are both isoclinic. As shown in 2.1.5, ifR ∈ CW (K) then there is a unique liftingX (ν)

of X(ν) overR, for ν ∈ {1,2}. If we want to indicate over which ringR we are working we us

the notationX (ν)
R .

Consider the categoryEXT(X (1),X (2)) of extensions ofX (1) by X (2) as fppf sheaves o
O-modules overR. If there is no risk of confusion we simply writeEXTR for this category, and
ExtR denotes the set of isomorphism classes inEXTR.

Let X be an object ofEXTR. It follows from [21], I, (2.4.3) that, forgetting the structure
an extension,X is again a BT withO-structure. By looking at the Newton polygon, using [1
Lemma 1.3.4, we see thatX ⊗R K is ordinary. Applying Theorem 1.3.7, and using that there
no non-trivial homomorphisms fromX(1) to X(2), it follows that there is a unique trivializatio
α :X ⊗R K

∼−→X(1) ×X(2) as extensions.
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2.3.2. Let X be as in 2.1.2, and assumer = 2. Let (d, f) = (d1, f1) + (d2, f2) be the
decomposition of the type ofX as in Section 1.2.5. Define a new type(d′, f′) by d′ = 1 and

ry

tor

t

or

at
3.1.)
at

d
ur

to
f′(i) =

0 if f1(i) = f2(i) = 0;
0 if f1(i) = d1 andf2(i) = d2;
1 if f1(i) = 0 andf2(i) = d2.

As functions onI we havef2 = f1 + (d2 − d1) · f′. The corresponding ordinary objectX(1, f′)
is isoclinic, so by 2.1.5 it has a unique liftingXcan(1, f′) to a BT withO-structure overW (k).

2.3.3. THEOREM. – Let X be as in2.1.2with r = 2. With notations as above, the catego
EXTR is equivalent to the categoryDEFR(X) of deformations ofX over R. The functor
Def(X) has a natural structure of a BT withO-structure overW (K). If k is an algebraically
closed field containingK then

(2.3.3.1) Def(X)⊗W (K) W (k) ∼= Xcan(1, f′)d1d2
,

as BT withO-structure.

Proof. –If X is an object ofEXTR, let α :X ⊗R K
∼−→ X(1) × X(2) be the unique

trivialization of X ⊗ K as extension. Forgetting the structure of an extension onX , the
pair (X , α) is a deformation ofX over R. One easily checks that this defines a func
h :EXTR → DEFR(X). In the opposite direction, suppose(X , β) is a deformation ofX
over R. By 2.1.9 and rigidity ofX(2) we haveX (2) ↪→ X . By [21], I, (2.4.3) the quotien
X /X (2) is again a BT withO-structure. By rigidity ofX(1) it then follows thatX is an
extension ofX (1) by X (2), in such a way that the given identificationβ :X ⊗R K

∼−→ X
becomes a trivialization of the extension overK . This gives a quasi-inverse to the functorh.

We find thatDefR(X) ∼= ExtR, which has a natural group structure. HenceDef(X) has the
structure of a smooth formal group overW (K). Further,O acts on it through its action onX(1).

Let us now show thatDef(X) is a BT. By [21], II, (4.3) and (4.5) it suffices to show that f
everyR ∈ CW (K) multiplication byp is an epimorphism ofDef(X) ⊗ R to itself. For this it
is enough to show thatD := Def(X) ⊗W (K) K is a BT overK . Further we may assume th
K = k = k̄. (Another proof of these reduction steps can be found in Conrad’s notes [3], §
By the classification theory of formal groups (see Manin [20], II.4), in order to conclude thD
is a BT it suffices to show thatD[p] is a finite group scheme.

As usual we writeY (ν) for the p-kernel ofX(ν); similarly, let Y
(ν)
R := X

(ν)
R [p]. If R is a

k-algebra thenY (ν)
R = Y (ν) ⊗k R.

Let R be an artinian localk-algebra. We have an exact sequence

(2.3.3.2) Hom
(
Y

(1)
R ,X

(2)
R

)
→ ExtR

×p−→ ExtR → · · · ,

where theHom( ) denotes homomorphisms of sheaves ofO-modules overR. Clearly we

haveHom(Y (1)
R ,X

(2)
R ) ∼= Hom(Y (1)

R ,Y
(2)
R ), and as a functor ink-algebrasR the latter is

representable by a group schemeG := Hom(Y (1), Y (2)). But G is isomorphic to a close
subgroup scheme of the group schemeAut(Y ), which is finite by [25], Theorem 2.1.2 and o
definition of the[p]-ordinary type. Hence we have a finite group schemeG and a homomorphism
G → D[p] which is surjective onR-valued points for everyR as above. This is easily seen
imply thatD[p] is finite.
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In order to prove the last assertion of the theorem we may assume thatK = k, and one easily
reduces to the case thatd1 = d2 = 1. If we can show thatD := Def(X) ⊗W (k) k is isomorphic
to X(1, f′) then (2.3.3.1) follows from the rigidity result 2.1.5.

ve

atively,
by

f

ows
],

ct

he
en

cade
.

From now on we assume thatd1 = d2 = 1 andK = k. We haveY (ν) = Y ord(1, fν). Let ND

be the Dieudonné module ofD[p] andN = N(1, f′) that of Y (1, f′). We know thatND[F ] is
isomorphic to the tangent space ofD at the origin, so 2.1.4 givesND[F ] ∼= N [F ] as modules
overO ⊗ k. By our classification results the proof is complete if we can show thatND, which
is a free module overO ⊗ k, is of rank1. We shall use a result of Raynaud [32] to pro
that the affine algebra ofG := Hom(Y (1), Y (2)) has k-dimension (at most) equal topm.
Loc. cit., Corollary 1.5.1 tells us that the affine algebras ofY (1) and Y (2) are of the form
A(1) = k[xi; i ∈I ]/a andA(2) = k[yi; i ∈ I ]/b with

a =
(
xp

i −
(
1− f1(i)

)
xi+1; i ∈I

)
, and b =

(
yp

i −
(
1− f2(i)

)
yi+1; i ∈I

)
,

anda ∈ κ := O/pO acts onxi andyi as multiplication byi(a) ∈ k. If R is a k-algebra then
a homomorphismY

(1)
R → Y

(2)
R is given by a homomorphismA(2) ⊗k R → A(1) ⊗k R with

yi �→ γi · xi for certainγi ∈ R. For eachi there are three possibilities.
(a) If f1(i) = 0 = f2(i) then the relationsxp

i = xi+1 andyp
i = yi+1 give thatγi+1 = γp

i .
(b) If f1(i) = 0 andf2(i) = 1 then we havexp

i = xi+1 andyp
i = 0, henceγp

i = 0.
(c) The third possibility is thatf1(i) = 1 = f2(i). We claim that in this case againγi+1 = γp

i .
To see this we can use Cartier duality, which interchanges cases (a) and (c). Altern
we can see thatγi+1 = γp

i by using the explicit formulas for the comultiplication given
[32], Corollary 1.5.1.

The conclusion is that the affine algebraAG of G is a quotient of the ringk[zi; i∈ I ]/c with

c =
(
zp

i −
(
1− f′(i)

)
zi+1; i∈ I

)
.

This shows thatdimk(AG) � pm, as claimed. But thenND, which is free, has rank� 1 over
O ⊗ k. On the other hand,ND[F ] �= 0. HenceND is free of rank1. This completes the proof o
the theorem. �

2.3.4. Remarks. – (i) Let X = (X, ι) be as in the theorem. By 1.3.10,X is ordinary (in the
classical sense) if and only iff is a constant function, which means thatf′(i) = 1 for all i. This is
precisely the case thatDef(X) is a formal torus. Of course, the formal group structure onDef(X)
is in this case the same as the one defined by Serre and Tate.

(ii) As a corollary of the proof we find thatHom(Y (1), Y (2)) is a K-form of the group
schemeY (1, f′)d1d2

, and that the first map in (2.3.3.2) is injective. This last result also foll
from the fact that forR ∈ CW (K) we haveHom(X(1)

R ,X
(2)
R ) = 0, as can be shown using [11

Theorem 4.4.

2.3.5. Let K be a perfect field,char(K) = p > 0. Let W = W (K). Write FSW for the
category of affine formal schemesX over W with the property thatΓ(X,OX) is a pro-finite
W -algebra. By a theorem of Grothendieck,FSW is equivalent to the category of left-exa
covariant functorsCW → Sets.

On FSW we consider the flat topology; see [5], VIIB, 1.5. This topology is coarser than t
canonical topology. Hence if we writêFSW for the topos of sheaves (for the flat topology) th
we have a natural functori :FSW → F̂SW .

2.3.6. Construction. – LetX be as in 2.1.2. We are going to define the structure of a cas
on the formal deformation space ofX . More precisely, writeX = X(1)×· · ·×X(r) as in 1.3.12
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For1 � a � b � r, let X(a,b) :=
∏b

j=a X(j), and define

(a,b)
(

(a,b)
)

e;
ent

e

ne

up

ed
Γ := Def X .

Using Proposition 2.1.9 we obtain natural morphisms

λ : Γ(a,b) → Γ(a,b−1) and ρ : Γ(a,b) → Γ(a+1,b).

Finally, define

G(a,b) := Def
(
X(a) ×X(b)

)
,

viewed as a BT withO-structure overW = W (K). We shall define the structure of anr-cascade
on the collection of data{Γ(a,b), λ, ρ}, with group constituentsG(a,b). Here we work in the
categoryF̂SW .

To begin with, fix indicesa < b. We claim that we can choose coordinates such that

Γ(a,b)

Γ(a,b−1) Γ(a+1,b)

Γ(a+1,b−1)

is given by

A[[ui, vj ,w1, . . . ,wf ]]

A[[u1, . . . , ud]] A[[v1, . . . , ve]]

A

whereA ∼= W [[x1, . . . , xh]] is the affine algebra ofΓ(a+1,b−1). This is an easy algebra exercis
one uses that eachΓ(a,b) is formally smooth overW , and computes the induced maps on tang
spaces in terms of Dieudonné modules. In particular we find that the natural map

π : Γ(a,b) → Γ(a,b−1) ×Γ(a+1,b−1) Γ(a+1,b)

is formally smooth, hence topologically flat and surjective.
We want to define onΓ(a,b) the structure of a group overΓ(a,b−1), as well as the structur

of a group overΓ(a+1,b). Let R ∈ CW , with W = W (K). Let η ∈ Γ(a,b−1)(R) correspond to
a deformation(F , β) of X(a,b−1) overR. With similar arguments as in the proof of 2.3.3, o
shows that there is a bijection

{
ζ ∈ Γ(a,b)(R) | ζ �→ η

} ∼−→ Ext
(
F ,X

(b)
R

)
.

The desired group structure onΓ(a,b) overΓ(a,b−1) is then obtained by transporting the gro
structure onExt(F ,X

(b)
R ). For the group structure onΓ(a,b) overΓ(a+1,b) the construction is

similar.
The next point is to show, forb > a + 1, thatΓ(a,b) has a natural structure of aG(a,b)-torsor

over Π := Γ(a,b−1) ×Γ(a+1,b−1) Γ(a+1,b). For this we use Grothendieck’s notion of a blend
extension (“extension panachée”); see [10], IX, 9.3. We writeΓ(?) for the fibre of? ∈ Π(R)
underπ : Γ(R)→Π(R).
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An R-valued pointη1 ×ξ η2 of Π is given by:
– a deformation(G , α) of X(a+1,b−1) overR;

– the class of an extension0→ G →F →X
(a) → 0;

al

he

tion.

e
ities.

a

t
g

1 R

– the class of an extension0→ X
(b)
R → F 2 → G → 0.

(The extensions live in the category of sheaves ofO-modules overR.) With similar arguments
as before we find that the fibreΓ(η1 ×ξ η2) is in natural bijection with the setExtpan(F 1,F 2)
of blended extensions ofF 1 byF 2. As shown in loc. cit., this set is either empty or it is princip

homogeneous under the groupExt(X (a)
R ,X

(b)
R ) = G(a,b)(R). But we have already excluded t

first option. Using the obvious functoriality with respect toR, and using thatπ : Γ(a,b) → Π is a
flat covering, we find that, indeed,Γ(a,b) is aG(a,b)-torsor overΠ.

Finally we have to giveΓ(a,b) the structure of a biextension. We use a pointwise nota
Let η1, η′

1 ∈ Γ(a,b−1)(R) and η2, η′
2 ∈ Γ(a+1,b)(R), all mapping to the same pointξ ∈

Γ(a+1,b−1)(R). The pointsη1 and η′
1 correspond to extensionsF 1 and F ′

1 of X
(a)
R by G ;

the pointsη2 andη′
2 to extensionsF 2 andF ′

2 of G by X
(b)
R .

A point of Γ(η1 ×ξ η2) can be viewed as an extensionE of F 1 by X
(b)
R ; similarly for points

of Γ(η′
1 ×ξ η2). This interpretation gives rise to maps

ϕ(η1, η
′
1;η2) :Γ(η1 ×ξ η2)× Γ(η′

1 ×ξ η2) → Γ
(
(η1 ∧ η′

1)×ξ η2

)
by ([E], [E′]) �→ [E ∧E′]. A point ofΓ(η1 ×ξ η2) can also be viewed as an extensionF of X

(a)
R

by F 2, and similarly forΓ(η1 ×ξ η′
2). This interpretation gives rise to maps

ψ(η1;η2, η
′
2) :Γ(η1 ×ξ η2)× Γ(η1 ×ξ η′

2) → Γ
(
η1 ×ξ (η2 ∧ η′

2)
)

by ([F ], [F ′]) �→ [F ∧ F ′]. These mapsϕ(η1, η
′
1;η2) andψ(η1;η2, η

′
2) give the desired structur

of a biextension; we leave it to the reader to verify that they satisfy all required compatibil

2.3.7. Remark. – If XD is the Cartier dual ofX thenDef(XD) is naturally isomorphic, as
cascade, to the dual ofDef(X).

2.3.8. Situation as in 2.1.2. Writeσ for the Frobenius automorphism ofW (K). For any
n � 1 we have a canonical isomorphism of formalW (K)-schemes

(2.3.8.1) Def
(
X(σn)

) ∼−→ Def(X)(σ
n).

For simplicity, writeD := Def(X) andD := D⊗̂W (K)K . If X is a deformation ofX over an

algebraR ∈ CW of characteristicp then(Frobn
R)∗X is a deformation ofX(σn). Via (2.3.8.1)

this gives a morphism

ϕn :D →D(σn).

This morphism is none other than thenth power relative Frobenius ofD overK .
Fix an algebraically closed fieldk containingK . Definem0 to be period off, i.e., the smalles

positive integer such thatf(i + m0) = f(i) for all i ∈ I = Hom(κ, k). (Cf. 1.1.6.) We are goin
to define a lifting

Φcan :D → D(σm0 )

of ϕm0 . Recall that we have a decompositionX = X(1) × · · · × X(r) with X(ν) isoclinic of
slopeλν . Using thatX is aK-form of the standard ordinary object of type(d, f) we see that
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X
[
Fm0

]
= X(1)

[
Fm0

]
× · · · ×X(r)

[
Fm0

]
= X(1)

[
pλ1m0/m

]
× · · · ×X(r)

[
pλrm0/m

]
.

)

do not

,

Note thatλνm0/m ∈ Z for all ν. Now supposeX is a lifting of X over someR ∈ CW (K). As
shown in 2.1.9 we have a slope filtration

0 ⊂ X (r,r) ⊂ X (r−1,r) ⊂ · · · ⊂ X (1,r) = X .

Define a finite subgroup schemeQ ⊂ X by

Q := X (r,r)[pλrm0/m
]
+ X (r−1,r)[pλr−1m0/m

]
+ · · ·+ X (1,r)[pλ1m0/m

]
.

Note that

Q⊗R K = X
[
Fm0

]
.

One easily verifies thatX /Q is again a BT withO-structure overR, which is a lifting ofX(σm0 ).
This construction defines a functorDef(X)→ Def(X(σm0 )), and by composition with (2.3.8.1
we get a morphismΦcan :D → D(σm0 ) that liftsϕm0 .

2.3.9. PROPOSITION. – With respect to the cascade structure onD := Def(X) defined in
2.3.6, the morphismΦcan :D → D(σm0 ) is a homomorphism of cascades.

The proof of the proposition is tedious but straightforward; we leave it to the reader. We
know if one cancharacterizethe cascade structure onDef(X) by its property thatΦcan defines
a homomorphism, as in the “classical” ordinary case – cf. the appendix by Katz to [4].

2.3.10. DEFINITION. – Situation as in 2.1.2. Thecanonical liftingXcan of X overW (K) is
the lifting corresponding to the zero section of the cascadeDef(X). Concretely, if

X = X(1) × · · · ×X(r)

is the slope decomposition ofX as in 1.3.12 then by 2.1.5 each isoclinic factorX(ν) has a unique
lifting X (ν) = X

(ν)
W (K) overW (K), and

Xcan := X (1) × · · · ×X (r).

2.3.11. Let R be a complete localW (K)-algebra with residue fieldK . If X is a lifting ofX
overR then the natural mapEndR(X ) → EndK(X) is injective; this follows from Illusie [11]
d) of Theorem 4.4.

Write L for the fraction field ofO . Recall that(d, f) is the type ofX . Given a lifting X
overR, write R̃ := R⊗̂W (K)W (K). We say thatX is of CM-typeif EndR̃(X )⊗Zp Qp contains
a commutative semi-simpleL-subalgebraE with dimL(E ) = d.

2.3.12. PROPOSITION. – (i) The canonical liftingXcan is the unique lifting ofX with
the property that (geometrically) all endomorphisms lift. More precisely, supposeK = k is
algebraically closed. LetX be a lifting ofX overR ∈CW (k). Then the map

EndR(X )→ Endk(X)

is an isomorphism if and only ifX ∼= Xcan ⊗W (k) R.
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(ii) LetD := Def(X) have the structure of anr-cascade defined in2.3.6. LetR be a complete
local W (K)-algebra with residue fieldK . Lets ∈ D(R) correspond to a liftingX of X overR.
Then the following properties are equivalent:

te

e

ion

e

a

e

mposi-

e

1)
(a) s is a torsion point;
(b) X is isogenous toXcan;
(c) X is of CM-type.

Proof. –(i) Write O ′ := End(X). Then O ′ is a product of matrix algebras over fini
unramified extensions ofZp; see 1.3.11. WriteX ′ for X viewed as a BT withO ′-structure.
On the one hand, using the explicit description of the ordinary type overk = k̄, it is clear that all
endomorphisms ofX lift to endomorphisms ofXcan. On the other hand, it is not difficult to se
thatX ′ is again ordinary, and that it is rigid.

(ii) To see that (a)⇒ (b) we argue by induction onr, the number of slopes. We use the notat
of 2.1.9. Ifr = 1 thenX is rigid and there is nothing to prove. Forr � 2 we have an extension

(2.3.12.1) 0 →X (2,r) →X →X
(1)
R → 0.

By induction we may assume thatX (2,r), which is a lifting of X(2,r), is isogenous to th
canonical lifting

X(2,r),can ⊗W (K) R = X
(2)
R × · · · ×X

(r)
R .

But if the class of the extension (2.3.12.1) is torsion thenX is isogenous toX (2,r) × X
(1)
R .

Hence (a) implies (b).
That (b) implies (c) is immediate. For (c)⇒ (a) we may assume thatK = k is algebraically

closed. LetL be the fraction field ofO . Suppose thatX is of CM-type, i.e., there is
commutative semi-simpleL-subalgebraE ⊂ End0(X ) with dimL(E ) = d. Again we are going
to use induction onr. For r = 1 there is nothing to prove. Forr � 2 it suffices to show that th
extension class of (2.3.12.1) is torsion and thatX (2,r) is of CM-type, too.

As EndR(X )⊗Qp maps injectively to

(2.3.12.2) Endk(X)⊗Qp = Md1(L)× · · · ×Mdr(L),

the algebraE is a productE1 × · · · × Er with Ej a field extension of degreedj of L. If Oj is the
ring of integers inEj thenE ∩EndR(X ) is a subring of finite index inO1 × · · · ×Or . Further,
everyα ∈ EndR(X ) mapsX (2,r) ⊂X into itself; indeed, the composition

X (2,r) ↪→X
α−→ X � X

(1)
R

is zero, as it is zero on the special fibre for slope reasons. Of course, under the deco
tion (2.3.12.2) the resulting homomorphismh :EndR(X ) → EndR(X (2,r)) is given by the
projection onto the last(r − 1) factors. The kernel ofh maps injectively to

EndR(X (1)
R ) = Md1(O).

Combining these remarks we readily find thatX (2,r) is of CM-type. Finally, becaus
E ∩ EndR(X ) is of finite index inO1 × · · · × Or , there are non-zero integersnj such that
(n1,0, . . . ,0) and(0, n2, . . . , nr) are both inEndR(X ). This implies that the class of (2.3.12.
is torsion. �
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3. Ordinary polarized Barsotti–Tate O-modules

3.1. Generalities on BTn with (O,∗, ε)-structure

p

s

4],

this
ral

s

3.1.1. From now on we assume thatp > 2. If X is a commutative finite locally free grou
scheme over some basisS then we writeXD for its Cartier dual. IfX is a BT overS then we
write XD for its Serre dual. In both cases there is a canonical isomorphismκX :X ∼−→ XDD.

Letn ∈ N∪{∞} andε ∈ {±1}. If X is a BTn over a base schemeS then by anε-dualityof X
we mean an isomorphismλ :X ∼−→XD such thatλ = ε ·λD ◦κX . Such anε-duality induces an
involutionf �→ f † on the ringEndS(X). We also refer to anε-duality as a polarization.

Let (O,∗) be aZp-algebra equipped with aZp-linear involutionb �→ b∗. Let ε ∈ {±1}. By a
BTn with (O,∗, ε)-structure overS we mean a tripleX = (X, ι, λ) where(X, ι) is a BTn with
O-structure andλ :X →XD is anε-duality, such thatι(b∗) = ι(b)† for all b ∈ O .

Let K be a perfect field,char(K) = p. Letσ be the Frobenius automorphism ofWn(K). Then
a BTn with (O,∗, ε)-structure overK corresponds to a5-tuple(M,F,V,ϕ, ι), where

– M is a freeWn(K)-module of finite rank,
– F :M → M is aσ-linear endomorphism,
– V :M → M is aσ−1-linear endomorphism,
– ϕ :M ×M → Wn(K) is a perfect,ε-symmetric bilinear form, and
– ι :O → End(M,F,V ) is aZp-linear homomorphism.
In addition to the relationF ◦ V = p · idM = V ◦ F we should have

(3.1.1.1) ϕ(Fm1,m2) = σ
(
ϕ(m1, V m2)

)
for all m1, m2 ∈ M ;

ϕ(bm1,m2) = ϕ(m1, b
∗m2) for all b ∈O andm1, m2 ∈ M,

and forn = 1 we have the additional requirement thatKer(F ) = Im(V ) andKer(V ) = Im(F ).
We shall mainly use this in the casesn = 1 andn = ∞.

3.1.2. We call aQp-algebraunramifiedif it is isomorphic to a product of matrix algebra
over finite unramified field extensions ofQp. We are interested in BTn with (O,∗, ε)-structure,
whereO is a maximal order in an unramifiedQp-algebra. By Morita equivalence (see e.g. [1
Chapter I, § 9), the study of such objects reduces to the following four special cases.

Case C:O ∼= W (κ), with κ a finite field,∗ = id andε = −1.
Case D:O ∼= W (κ), with κ a finite field,∗ = id andε = +1.

Case AU: O ∼= W (κ̃), with κ̃ ∼= Fp2m a finite field of even degree overFp, with ∗ = σm the
unique non-trivial involution, andε = +1.

Case AL: O ∼= W (κ) × W (κ), with κ a finite field, with∗ given by (x, y)∗ = (y, x), and
ε = +1.

In case AL every BTn with (O,∗,+1)-structure is of the formX ∼= X1 ×XD
1 , whereX1 is a

BTn with W (κ)-structure, and where the+1-duality of X is given by switching the factorsX1

andXD
1 . This reduces case AL to the study of BT withO-structure.

3.1.3. Let us now briefly review the second classification theorem proved in [24];
concerns a variant of Theorem 1.1.5 for polarizedobjects. We shall state the result in its gene
form, not only for the basic cases C, D and A.

Let (B,∗) be a finite dimensional semi-simpleFp-algebra equipped with an involutionb �→ b∗.
Let ε ∈ {±1}. Let κ̃ be the center ofB andκ := {z ∈ κ̃ | z∗ = z}. We can decompose(B,∗) as
a product of simple factors, say(B,∗) =

∏l
n=1(Bn,∗n). Accordingly we have decomposition

κ̃ =
∏

κ̃n andκ =
∏

κn. Theκn are finite fields. We haveBn
∼= Mrn(κ̃n) for somern � 1.
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If ∗n is an involution of the second kind then eitherκ̃n
∼= κn × κn or κ̃n is a quadratic field

extension ofκn. We say in this case that(Bn,∗n) is of type A. Next suppose∗n is of the first
kind; in this casẽκn = κn. Setεn = +1 if ∗n is orthogonal,εn = −1 if ∗n is symplectic. We say

a

.

e

n
etry

t

that(Bn,∗n) is of type C ifε · εn = −1 and that it is of type D ifε · εn = +1.
LetI = I1∪· · ·∪Il be the set of homomorphismsκ → k. ForX ∈ {C,D,A}, letI X ⊂ I

be the union of all subsetsIn ⊂ I for which (Bn,∗n) is of typeX . Let Ĩ = Ĩ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ĩl

be the set of homomorphismsκ̃→ k. We have a restriction mapres : Ĩ → I . Forτ ∈ Ĩ define
τ̄ := τ ◦ ∗. If i ∈I C ∪I D there is a uniqueτ ∈ Ĩ with res(τ) = i, andτ = τ̄ ; if i ∈I A there
are precisely two elementsτ , τ̄ ∈ Ĩ that restrict to the embeddingi onκ.

3.1.4. Let k be an algebraically closed field,char(k) = p > 2. Consider triples(N,L,ψ)
consisting of a finitely generatedB ⊗Fp k-moduleN , anε-∗-hermitian form

ψ :N ×N →B ⊗Fp k,

and a maximal isotropic submoduleL ⊂ N . With a similar construction as in 1.1.2, such
triple is classified, up to isomorphism, by a pair(d, f) consisting of functionsd :I → Z�0 and
f : Ĩ → Z�0 such thatf(τ) + f(τ̄ ) = d(i) for all τ ∈ Ĩ andi = res(τ) ∈I .

3.1.5. Notation as above. LetY be a BT1 with (B,∗, ε)-structure overk. To Y we associate
a triple of invariants(d, f, δ), referred to as its type.

Let N = (N,F,V, ι,ϕ) be the Dieudonné module ofY . There is a uniqueε-∗-hermitian form
ψ :N × N → B ⊗Fp k such thatϕ = Trd◦ψ, whereTrd :B ⊗Fp k → k is the reduced trace
SetL := Ker(F ). Let (d, f) be the pair of functions corresponding to(N,L,ψ). It can be shown
([24], 4.3 and 6.5) that the functiond is constant on each of the subsetsIn ⊂ I . Note that for
i∈ I C ∪I D there is a uniqueτ = τ̄ with res(τ) = i, henced(i) = 2 · f(τ).

Finally we define a function

δ :I D → Z/2Z.

Giveni ∈I D, let τ ∈ Ĩ be the unique element withres(τ) = i, and writeNi := Nτ ⊂ N . Then
let

δ(i) = lengthB⊗Fpk

(
Ker

(
F|Ni

)/
Ker

(
F|Ni

)
∩Ker

(
VNi

))
mod 2.

If there are no factors of type D thenI D = ∅ and the invariantδ is void.

3.1.6. Fix a triple(N0,L0, ψ0) as in 3.1.4, corresponding to a pair(d, f) with d constant on
each subsetIn ⊂ I . DefineG := SpB⊗Fpk(N0, ψ0), the algebraic group (overk) of B ⊗Fp k-

linear automorphisms ofN0 that preserve the formψ0. We haveG =
∏

i∈I Gi, with Gi

isomorphic toSpd(i),k if i ∈I C, to Od(i),k if i ∈ I D and toGLd(i),k if i ∈ I A.
Let G0 ⊂ G be the identity component. DefineX0 to be theG0-conjugacy class of th

parabolic subgroupStab(L0). Write WG0 for the Weyl group ofG0, and letWX0 ⊂ WG0 be
the subgroup corresponding toX0.

Let Y be a BT1 with (B,∗, ε)-structure overk, of type (d, f, δ). To Y we associate a
elementw(Y ) ∈ WX0\WG0 . This works essentially the same as in 1.1.4: Choose an isom
ξ : (N,ψ) ∼−→ (N0, ψ0) that restricts toL

∼−→ L0. Then we choose a Borel subgroupQ ⊂ G0

that stabilizes the canonical filtrationC• (viewed as a flag inN0 via ξ), and we definew(Y ) to
be the Weyl group coset measuring the relative position ofStab(L0) andQ. This is independen
of the choices ofξ andQ.

With these notations the second main theorem of [24] is the following.
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3.1.7. THEOREM. – Let k be an algebraically closed field,char(k) > 2. Sending a BT1 with
(B,∗, ε)-structureY to the elementw(Y ) gives a bijection{ }

stated

p

ed

,
ly
, and
sm.
in the

st

of BT
ject
p
r. In the

inary

f

isomorphism classes ofY of type(d, f, δ) ∼−→ WX0\WG0 .

3.1.8. Remark. – In [24] we have given two versions of the above theorem: the result as
here, and a version working with the possibly non-connected groupG. (This is only relevant if
there are factors of type D.) In this paper we shall exclusively work with the connected grouG0.
The notationG0 andX0 should remind us of this.

3.2. Ordinary BT with (O,∗, ε)-structure

3.2.1. Situation. – We assumep > 2. Let B be an unramified semi-simpleQp-algebra,
equipped with an involution∗. Let O ⊂ B be a maximal order that is stable under∗. Write
B := O/pO , which is a finite dimensional semi-simpleFp-algebra on which we have an induc
involution∗. Let k = k̄, char(k) = p. Let ε ∈ {±1}.

Let X = (X, ι, λ) be a BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure overk. Write Y := X[p], which is a BT1
with (B,∗, ε)-structure. Let(d, f, δ) be its type. Let(G0,X0) be as in 3.1.6.

We should like to have a notion of ordinariness for the polarized objectX . We shall take
the same approach as in the non-polarized case. Thus, we define a notion of[p]-ordinariness
depending only on the structure of thep-kernel, and a notion ofµ-ordinariness, depending on
on the isogeny class ofX . Our main goal is then to show that the two notions are equivalent
that, working overk = k̄ and fixing(d, f, δ), there is a unique ordinary object, up to isomorphi
For factors of type C or A, most of this is a rather straightforward extension of the results
non-polarized case. The factors of type D require some extra work.

3.2.2. DEFINITION. – Situation as in 3.2.1. Letword ∈ WX0\WG0 be the class of the longe
element ofWG0 . We say thatX , as a BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure, is[p]-ordinaryif w(Y ) = word.

3.2.3. We define a[p]-ordinary objectXord = Xord(d, f, δ) over k. We shall only do this
in the basic cases C, D and AU. As explained in 3.1.2, case AL reduces to the study
with O-structure (without polarization), andXord corresponds to the standard ordinary ob
described in 1.2.3. In the general case we can defineXord by “reversing” the reduction ste
discussed in 3.1.2, based on Morita equivalence; we leave the details of this to the reade
cases C and AU the invariantδ plays no role, and we simply omit it in the discussion.

Case C.In this case the pair(d, f) has a very simple form: there is a natural numberq such
thatd = 2q andf(i) = q for all i ∈I . Let X et andXmult be as in 1.2.4. ThenX et ×Xmult has
a natural−1-duality, andXord = (X et ×Xmult)

q.
Case D.The pair(d, f) is as in case C:d = 2q and f(i) = q for all i ∈ I . Further,δ is an

arbitrary functionI → Z/2Z.
First we do the caseq = 1. Up to isomorphism there is a unique BT1 with (κ, id,+1)-structure

of type(2,1, δ); we call itY (δ). The Dieudonné module of the corresponding standard ord
objectX(δ) = Xord(2,1, δ) is given as follows. LetM be the freeW (k)-module with basis
{ei,j} for i ∈ I and j ∈ {1,2}. Let b ∈ O act on ei,j as multiplication byi(b) ∈ W (k).
Frobenius is given on base vectors by{

F (ei,1) = ei+1,1

F (ei,2) = p · ei+1,2
if δ(i) = 1̄;

{
F (ei,1) = p · ei+1,2

F (ei,2) = ei+1,1
if δ(i) = 0̄.

Verschiebung is determined by the rule thatFV = p = V F . The formϕ is an orthogonal sum o
the formsϕi onMi = Span(ei,1, ei,2) given by the matrix

(
0 1
1 0

)
.
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Forq > 1 we haveXord = (X et×Xmult)
q−1×X(δ), where this time we equipX et×Xmult

with its natural+1-duality. Note that ifδ is the constant function̄1 thenX(δ) = X et ×Xmult,
so in this case we haveXord = (X et ×Xmult)

q .
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Case AU.We haved ∈ N, andf : Ĩ → Z�0 is a function withf(τ) + f(τ̄ ) = d for all τ ∈ Ĩ .
Sinceκ̃ is a finite field,Ĩ is a finite set with cyclic ordering. LetM be the freeW (k)-module
with basis{eτ,j} for τ ∈ Ĩ andj ∈ {1, . . . , d}. DefineF andV by

F (eτ,j) =
{

eτ+1,j if j � d− f(τ);
p · eτ+1,j if j > d− f(τ); V (eτ+1,j) =

{
p · eτ,j if j � d− f(τ);
eτ,j if j > d− f(τ).

The pairingϕ can be chosen in such a way thatϕ(eτ,j , eτ ′,j′) �= 0 only if τ ′ = τ̄ andj = j′,
and such thatϕ(eτ,j , eτ̄ ,j) =: cτ only depends onτ . In order for this pairing to satisfy (3.1.1.
we should then choose the functionτ �→ cτ such thatcτ+1 = σ(cτ ) for all τ . In particular, if
E ⊂ k is the subfield withp2m = #κ̃ elements thencτ ∈ W (E)× for all τ . The choice of the
constantscτ is not unique, but it can be shown that, up to isomorphism, the resulting Dieud
moduleM is independent of this choice.

3.2.4. Our next objective is to define the notion ofµ-ordinariness for BT with(O,∗, ε)-struc-
ture, analogous to the definition in 1.3.3. In thepolarized case we cannot give the definition
terms of a single Newton polygon; instead we have to go deeper into the theory develo
[16] and [31]. We closely follow Wedhorn [36], to which the reader is referred for more de
For simplicity of exposition we shall assume that we are in one of the basic cases C, D or

Let V := Bd, with its natural structure of a leftB-module. Letψ :V × V → B be an
ε-∗-hermitian form. Writeγ �→ γ̄ for the associated involution of theQp-algebraEndB(V ),
and letG = CSpB(V , ψ) be the algebraic group overQp given, as a functor onQp-algebras, by

G (A) =
{
γ ∈ EndB(V )⊗Qp A

∣∣ γγ̄ ∈ A×}.

Let (X∗,R∗,X∗,R∗,∆) be the based root datum ofG . We have a natural action o
Γ := Gal(Qp/Qp) on X∗. Let WG 0 be the Weyl group ofG 0 (= the Weyl group of the roo
datum). The closed Weyl chamberC ⊂ (X∗ ⊗ Q) corresponding to the root base∆ is stable
under the action ofΓ and is a fundamental domain for the action ofWG 0 .

We define a subsetOrd(d, f) ⊂ (X∗ ⊗ Q)/WG 0 of ordinary points. Choose a decomposit
(V ⊗Qp) = W0⊕W1, whereW0 andW1 are(B⊗Qp)-submodules, totally isotropic with respe
to ψ, with W1 of typef. Define a cocharacterµ :Gm,Qp

→ G
Qp

by the requirement thatµ(z) acts

as multiplication byzj on Wj . The setc of all cocharacters obtained in this way is a union
G 0(Qp)-conjugacy classes, sayc = c1 ∪ · · · ∪ cs. (Of course,s > 1 occurs only if(O,∗, ε) is of
type D.) Letµ̃j be the unique representative ofcj in C. If Γ′ ⊂ Γ is the stabilizer of̃µj in the
Galois group then we definēµj ∈ (X∗ ⊗Q)/WG 0 to be the image of the “averaged” element

1
[Γ : Γ′]

∑
γ∈Γ/Γ′

γ · µ̃j .

Finally, define

Ord(d, f) := {µ̄1, . . . , µ̄s} ⊂ (X∗ ⊗Q)/WG 0

to be the set of classes̄µj thus obtained. As the notation suggests,Ord(d, f) takes the role
of the Newton polygonOrd(d, f) defined in 1.2.5. If(O,∗, ε) is of type C or type A then
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Ord(d, f) consists of a single element; in case D we may get a set of more than1 element.
See Wedhorn [36], Section 2.3, for an explicit calculation of the setOrd(d, f).
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3.2.5. To X we can associate aNewton point̄ν(X) ∈ (X∗ ⊗Q)/WG 0 . For the definition we
refer to [31]. (One needs to combine loc. cit. (1.8), (3.4) and (3.5).) The Newton point tak
role of the Newton polygon in the classical theory. Note however, that in generalν̄(X) does not
determineX up to isogeny, as the Newton map need not be injective.

3.2.6. DEFINITION. – Situation as in 3.2.1. We say thatX , as a BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure,
is µ-ordinary if ν̄(X) ∈ Ord(d, f).

3.2.7. THEOREM. – Situation as in3.2.1. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) X is µ-ordinary;
(b) X is [p]-ordinary;
(c) X ∼= Xord(d, f, δ).

If there are no factors of type D or if the functionδ :I D → Z/2Z is the constant function̄1
then(a)–(c)are equivalent to the condition that(X, ι), the underlying BT withO-structure, is
ordinary in the sense of Section1.3.

We divide the proof into a couple of steps.

3.2.8. As usual we can reduce to the basic cases C, D, AU and AL. In case AL ther
further reduction to a statement about non-polarized BT, and the result follows in this cas
Theorem 1.3.7.

We sketch the argument if we are in one of the cases C or A, or ifδ :I D → Z/2Z is the
constant function̄1. Write X ′ for the underlying BT withO-structure, without polarization
Similar notation forY := X [p]. If X is [p]-ordinary then by inspection of 1.2.3 and 3.2.3 we se
thatX ′ is [p]-ordinary too. Conversely, supposeX ′ is [p]-ordinary. Up to isomorphism there is
unique polarization onY ′ that makes it into a BT1 with (B,∗, ε)-structure; see [24], 5.5 and 6.
HenceX is [p]-ordinary. In particular this proves the last assertion of the theorem.

SupposeX is µ-ordinary. It can be shown that then alsoX ′ is µ-ordinary. By Theorem 1.3.
this implies thatX ′ is [p]-ordinary, and by the above it follows thatX is [p]-ordinary.

If X is [p]-ordinary then by Theorem 1.3.7 and the above we know thatX ′ ∼= X ′,ord(d, f).
We claim that up to isomorphism there is a unique polarization form onX ′,ord(d, f) making it
into a BT with (O,∗, ε)-structure. In the cases C and D (still assuming thatδ is the constan
function 1̄) we haveX ′,ord(d, f) ∼= (X et × Xmult)

q for someq, and the claim follows withou
difficulty. In case AU we may assume thatX ′,ord(d, f) is isoclinic (one slope), which means th
it is isomorphic to thed-fold product of a height1 object. The polarization forms then correspo
to the isometry classes of rankd hermitian forms overW (κ̃). But there is only one such clas
by [14], Chapter II, (4.6.5) and the fact that the norm mapW (κ̃)× → W (κ)× is surjective. Our
claim follows.

The implication (c)⇒ (a) follows by direct computation of the Newton point ofXord(d, f, δ).

3.2.9. Let us now assume that we are in case D andδ is not the constant function̄1. Recall
that O = W (κ) for some finite fieldκ ∼= Fpm and that the type(d, f) is given byd = 2q and
f(i) = q for all i. The implication (c)⇒ (a) is again done by direct computation of the New
point. Next supposeX is µ-ordinary. To prove thatX is [p]-ordinary it suffices to show thatX ,
the underlying BT, hasp-rank� m · (q − 1); the point is thatY ord(d, f) is the only BT1 with
(κ, id,+1)-structure which is of type(2q, q, δ) and for which thep-rank is� m · (q − 1). We
use the notation of 3.2.4, applied to case D. (In particular,B is the fraction field ofW (κ).)
Let G ′ := GLB(V ), write X ′

∗ for its coroot lattice andWG ′ for its Weyl group. The inclusion
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G ↪→ G ′ gives rise to a mapβ : (X∗ ⊗ Q)/WG 0 → (X ′
∗ ⊗ Q)/WG ′ . If X = (X, ι, λ) is a

BT with (W (κ), id,+1)-structure andX ′ = (X, ι) is the underlying non-polarized BT with
W (κ)-structure thenβ maps the Newton point ofX to that ofX ′. But the Newton point of

to
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X ′ can be represented by a single Newton polygon (cf. the proof of 1.3.2), and itsp-rank is
simply m times the multiplicity of the slope0 in that polygon. Hence everything boils down
verification that in each of the polygonsβ(µ̄), for µ̄ ∈ Ord(d, f) ⊂ (X∗ ⊗Q)/WG 0 , the slope0
has multiplicity� q− 1. This easily follows from the computations by Wedhorn in [36], (2.3

Finally, assumeX is [p]-ordinary. With the notation of 3.2.3, case D, we have

Y ∼= (Y et × Y mult)
q−1 × Y (δ).

By p-rank considerations we have a similar decomposition forX , say

X ∼= (X et ×Xmult)
q−1 ×X(2),

whereX(2) is BT with (O, id,+1)-structure of type(2,1, δ). Hence to prove that

X ∼= Xord(d, f, δ)

we may assume thatq = 1. As usual we writeM for the Dieudonné module ofX . We have a
natural decompositionM =

⊕
i∈I Mi; write ϕi for the restriction ofϕ to Mi. LetN = M/pM

and writeϕi = ϕi mod p. As Y ∼= Y (δ) we can choose a basis{ei,j} for N (with i ∈ I and
j ∈ {1,2}) such thatb ∈ κ acts onNi = k · ei,1 + k · ei,2 as multiplication byi(b) ∈ k, such that{

F (ei,1) = ei+1,1

V (ei+1,2) = ei,2
if δ(i) = 1̄,

{
F (ei,2) = ei+1,1

V (ei+1,2) = ei,1
if δ(i) = 0̄,

and such that the formϕi onNi is given by the matrix
(
0 1
1 0

)
.

We claim that for everyi ∈ I there exists an orthonormal basis{ẽi,1, ẽi,2} for Mi such that
ẽi,j reduces toei,j modulop. Further, this lifted basis is unique up to a scalar: any other such
is of the form{cẽi,1, c

−1ẽi,2} with c ∈ 1 + pW (k) ⊂ W (k)×. To prove the claim, letei,j ∈ Ni

be the vector generating the Frobenius kernel (i.e.,j = 1 if δ(i) = 0̄ and j = 2 if δ(i) = 1̄).
Clearly it suffices to show thatei,j can be lifted to a vector̃ei,j ∈ Mi such thatϕi(ẽi,j , ẽi,j) = 0,
and that this lifting is uniquely determined up to a scalar in1 + pW (k). Start with an arbitrary
u ∈ Mi reducing toei,j modulop. Choose anyv such that{u, v} is a W (k)-basis forMi. As
ϕi(u,u) ≡ 0 mod p we haveϕi(u, v) ∈ W (k)×, so after rescaling the vectorv we can assum
thatϕi(u, v) = 1. Let γ = −ϕi(u,u)/2 and setu′ := u + γv. Note thatγ ≡ 0 mod p, asp �= 2;
henceu′ lifts ei,j and{u′, v} is again a basis forMi. Finally, ϕi(u′, u′) = ϕi(u,u)2ϕi(v, v)/4,
which is p-adically closer to0 thanϕi(u,u). As Mi is p-adically complete, the existence
the desired liftingẽi,j follows by approximation. That this lifting is unique up to a scala
straightforward to check, again using thatp �= 2.

The rest of the argument is easy. Choose a starting pointi0 ∈ I . As just shown we can
choose an orthonormal basis{ẽi0,1, ẽi0,2} for Mi0 . Let j0 ∈ {1,2} be the index such tha
F (ẽi0,j0) ≡ 0 mod p; let l0 be the other index. Note that there is a unique vector inMi+1

which maps tõei0,j0 underV ; hence we can definẽei1,1 := F (ẽi0,l0) andẽi1,2 := V −1(ẽi0,j0).
It readily follows from (3.1.1.1) that{ẽi1,1, ẽi1,2} is an orthonormal basis forMi1 . Iterating this
construction we arrive, afterm steps, at a second orthonormal basis{ẽim,1, ẽim,2} for Mim =
Mi0 . As shown above, this second basis differs from the first one by a scalarc ∈ 1 + pW (k).
But if we rescale{ẽi0,1, ẽi0,2} by a factorγ ∈ 1 + pW (k) then this affects the resulting bas
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{ẽim,1, ẽim,2} by a factorσm(γ). Choosingγ such thatγ = σm(γ) · c (such aγ exists!) we have
brought the Dieudonné moduleM in standard form. This completes the proof of 3.2.7.�
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3.2.10. DEFINITION. – Let K be a field of characteristicp. Let (O,∗, ε) be as in 3.2.1. If
X is a BT with (O,∗, ε)-structure overK then we say thatX is ordinary if X ⊗K k satisfies
the equivalent conditions of 3.2.7 for some (equivalently: every) algebraically closed fik
containingK .

3.3. Deformation theory of ordinary polarized objects

3.3.1. To finish this section we describe the deformation theory in the polarized case. L
X = (X, ι, λ) be an ordinary BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure over a perfect fieldK of characteristicp.
Let us first assume that we are in one of the basic cases C or AU; case D shall be discussed
below. (As always, case AL reduces to a study of non-polarized BT with given endomorp
and requires no further explanation.) WriteX ′ = (X, ι) for the underlying non-polarized BT wit
O-structure, and letD := Def(X ′). The given dualityλ :X ′ ∼−→ X ′,D induces an isomorphism
of cascades

γ :D ∼−→Def
(
X ′,D) 2.3.7∼= D∨.

Note thatD∨ has the same underlying space asD; the duality “∨ ” only involves the cascad
structure. Clearly,γ satisfiesγ∨ ◦ γ = id. Define a formal subschemeDλ ⊂ D of “symmetric
elements” byDλ(R) := {x ∈ D(R) | γ(x) = x}. Then we find that we have a natu
isomorphism

Def
(
X
) ∼−→ Dλ,

and thatDλ is stable under the Frobenius liftingΦcan defined in 2.3.8.

3.3.2. Example. – Consider an example of type AU, withO = W (κ̃) as in 3.1.2. LetX be
an ordinary BT with(O,∗,+1)-structure overk = k̄. The building blocks for the underlyin
non-polarized objectX ′ are the standard ordinary objects of height1, i.e., theXord(1, f), where
f : Ĩ → {0,1}. The dual ofXord(1, f), as a BT withO-structure, isXord(1, fD), wherefD is
given byfD(τ) = 1− f(τ̄ ).

If X ′ has one slope then we find thatDλ = D. Next assume there are two slopes,
X ′ = X ′,(1) ×X ′,(2). It follows from the unicity in 1.3.12, combined with slope consideratio
thatλ restricts to an isomorphismX ′,(2) ∼−→ X ′,(1),D. Taking this as an identification we ha
that

λ :X ′,(1) ×X ′,(1),D ∼−→X ′,(1),D ×X ′,(1)

is given by reversing the two factors. For simplicity, writeZ := X ′,(1). The formal deformation
spaceD is described as the functorR �→ ExtR(Z D

R ,Z R), whereZ R is the unique lifting
of Z over R. The symmetryγ is the automorphism ofD that associates to an extension
Serre dual (which is again an extension ofZ D

R by Z R). We find thatDλ ⊂ D is a formal
subgroup overW (k). However, in generalDλ is only stable under the action of the subri
W (κ)⊂ O = W (κ̃) of ∗-symmetric elements inO , not under the full action ofO .

If there are3 or more slopes thenDλ does not inherit a cascade structure fromD. However, in
the case of3 slopes one may still describeDλ as a torsor under a formal group over the diago
of another formal group; cf. point (d) at the end of this section.

3.3.3. Assume now we are in case D. Let(2q, q, δ) be the type ofX . If δ is the constan
function 1̄ then X , the underlying BT, is ordinary in the classical sense and the stru
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of Def(X) is fully explained by the classical theory. From now on we therefore restrict our
attention to the case thatδ(i) = 0̄ for somei. Note that in this case the underlying objectX ′ is
not ordinary in the sense of 1.3.8, so we cannot directly use the theory developed in Section 2.
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With some easy modifications we have a similar theory in this case, though. We outline the m
features.

(a) To begin with, recall that the ordinary objectX of type(2q, q, δ) canonically decompose
asX = X(1) × X(2) × X(3) with X(1) ∼= Xq−1

et andX(3) ∼= Xq−1
mult, and withX(2) ordinary of

type (2,1, δ). It is important to note thatX(2) is again a polarized object, whereas the fac
X(1) andX(3) are BT withO-structure, dual under the given polarization onX .

The first fact we need is that the “middle” factorX(2) is rigid, as a polarized object. Thu
for R ∈CW (K) there is a unique liftingX (2)

R of X(2) overR. In particular there is a canonic

lifting X(2),can overW (K). The factorsX(1) andX(3), as BT withO-structure, are rigid too
and we use a similar notation for their liftings.

(b) Consider the functorE from CW (K) to O-modules given byR �→ ExtR(X (1)
R ,X

(2)
R ).

Here we view Barsotti–Tate groups as sheaves for the flat topology, and theExt is taken
in the category of sheaves ofO-modules onSpec(R). We claim thatE is represented b
a BT with O-structure overW (K) which is geometrically isomorphic to the product
q − 1 copies ofX(2),can. To see this, we first observe that we have a morphism of fun
Def(X(1)×X(2),′)→ Def(X(2),′), where the prime indicates that we now viewX(2) withoutits
polarization. Using Grothendieck–Messing deformation theory one can show that this morphi
is formally smooth. Now the objectX(2),can gives us a sectionSpf(W (K)) → Def(X(2)), and
the functorE represents the pull-back ofDef(X(1) × X(2)) via this section. In this way we se
thatE is pro-representable and formally smooth.

From now on let us assume thatK = k is algebraically closed. We identifyO = W (κ) and
write L for its fraction field. Note thatL/O = X et. We have a short exact sequence of shea

of O-modules0 → O → L → L/O → 0. As HomR(L,X
(2)
R ) = 0, this gives rise to injective

maps

X(2),can(R) = HomR

(
O,X

(2)
R

)
↪→ ExtR

(
L/O,X

(2)
R

)
,

functorial in R. Put differently, we have an injective mapj : (X(2),can)q−1 ↪→ E. One easily
verifies that this map is an isomorphism on tangent spaces. Hencej is an isomorphism andEk is
isomorphic to the product ofq − 1 factorsX(2),can.

As Serre duality gives an isomorphism ofE with the functorR �→ ExtR(X (2)
R ,X

(3)
R ), we

have the same conclusions for the latter.
(c) Let X ′ be the pair(X, ι), without polarization form. Any deformation ofX ′ over R

admits a slope decomposition, with graded piecesX
(3)
R , Z andX

(1)
R , whereZ is a deformation

of X(2),′. Consider the closed formal subschemeD ⊂ Def(X ′) given by the condition tha

Z = X
(2)
R ; this is equivalent to the condition that the polarization form onX(2) lifts to Z .

The slope filtration gives rise to a morphismD → E × E, where the first (respectively secon
factorE controls the extension ofX (2)

R by X
(1)
R (respectively the extension ofX

(3)
R by X

(2)
R ).

Similar to our construction in 2.3.6, we can giveD the structure of a biextension (= 3-cascade
over E × E. The structure group is of courseExt(X(1),X(3)), which is a formal torus o
rank(q − 1)2.

(d) Finally, the deformations ofX are parametrized by a closed formal subschemeDλ ⊂ D,
defined as the fixed point locus inD of an involutionD

∼−→ D∨. This fixed point locus lives
over the diagonal inE × E; its fibres are principal homogeneous under a formal toru
rankq(q − 1)/2.
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4. Moduli spaces of PEL type, and congruence relations

4.1. The Ekedahl–Oort stratification on moduli spaces of PEL type
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4.1.1. We consider a moduli problem of PEL type with good reduction at a primep > 2. The
data involved are the following.

– (B,∗) is a finite dimensional semi-simpleQ-algebra with a positive involution;
– V is a finitely generated faithful leftB-module;
– ϕ :V ×V → Q is a symplectic form (Q-bilinear, alternating and perfect) with the prope

thatϕ(bv1, v2) = ϕ(v1, b
∗v2) for all b ∈ B andv1, v2 ∈ V ;

– p is a prime number> 2 such thatB ⊗Qp is unramified (see 3.1.2);
– OB is aZ(p)-order inB, stable under∗, such thatOB ⊗Zp is a maximal order inB⊗Qp;
– Λ ⊂ V ⊗ Qp is aZp-lattice which is also anOB-submodule, such thatϕ induces a perfec

pairingΛ×Λ → Zp;
– G := CSp(Λ, ϕ)∩GLOB⊗Zp(Λ) is the (not necessarily connected) reductive group oveZp

given by the symplectic similitudes of(Λ, ϕ) that commute with the action ofOB;
– X is a G (R)-conjugacy class of homomorphismsS → GR (with S := ResC/R Gm) that

define a Hodge structure of type(−1,0)+(0,−1) onVR for which either2πi ·ϕ or−2πi ·ϕ
is a polarization form;

– c is theG (C)-conjugacy class of cocharacters ofGC associated toX ; concretely, ifh ∈ X
then we have a cocharacterµ = µh through whichz ∈ C× acts onV −1,0 (respectively
V 0,−1) as multiplication byz (respectively by1);

– E = E(G ,X ) is the reflex field, i.e., the field of definition of the conjugacy classc.

4.1.2. Fix dataD = (B,∗,V , ϕ,OB,Λ,X ) as in 4.1.1. LetQ be the algebraic closure ofQ

insideC. We fix an embeddingQ → Qp. Let v be the corresponding place ofE above(p). We
write OE,v for the localization ofOE at v.

Let Cp := G (Zp). Let Cp be a compact open subgroup ofG (Ap
f ), and putC := Cp ×Cp. We

consider the moduli problemAD,C overSpec(OE,v) defined by Kottwitz in [17], § 5. IfT is a
locally noetherianOE,v-scheme then theT -valued points ofAD,C are the isomorphism class
of four-tuplesA = (A, λ̄, ι, η̄) with

– A an abelian scheme up to prime-to-p isogeny overT ;
– λ̄ ∈ (NS(A)⊗Zp)/Z×

p the class of a prime-to-p polarization;
– ι :OB → EndT (A) ⊗Z(p) a homomorphism ofZ(p)-algebras withι(b∗) = ι(b)†; here† is

the Rosati involution associated toλ̄;
– η̄ a level structure of typeCp onA,

such that a certain determinant condition is satisfied. For precise details we refer to Kottwi
§ 5. If Cp is sufficiently small, which we from now on assume, thenAD,C is representable by
smooth quasi-projectiveOE,v-scheme.

4.1.3. In the rest of this section we assume that(B,∗) is simple as an algebra with involutio
Then(B,∗) is of one of the four types I–IV in Albert’s classification; see Mumford [26], §
Let Z = ZB be the center ofB and Z0 ⊂ Z the subfield of∗-symmetric elements. Defin
O := (OB ⊗ Zp) ∩ (Z ⊗ Qp). We again write∗ for the involution ofO induced by the given
involution of B. If (B,∗) is of Albert type I or II, setε = −1; otherwise setε = +1. The triple
(O,∗, ε) thus obtained is a product of triples of type C, D, AU or AL (cf. Section 3.1.2); m
precisely:

– if (B,∗) is of type I or II then(O,∗, ε) is a product of triples of type C, where the facto
are indexed by the primes ofZ abovep;
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– if (B,∗) is of type III then(O,∗, ε) is a product of triples of type D, where the factors are
indexed by the primes ofZ abovep;

– if (B,∗) is of type IV then(O,∗, ε) is a product of triples of type AU and AL; the factors

a

e

ed

he same

imura

D to

class
s

of type AU correspond to the primes ofZ0 abovep that are inert in the extensionZ0 ⊂ Z ;
the factors of type AL correspond to the primes ofZ0 abovep that split inZ .

Let T be a scheme overOE,v . Let s ∈ AD,C(T ) be aT -valued point, corresponding to
four-tuple(A, λ̄, ι, η̄). The Barsotti–Tate groupA[p∞] has a(OB ⊗Zp,∗,−1)-structure. By our
assumptions,OB ⊗ Zp is isomorphic to a matrix algebra overO . Therefore Morita equivalenc
applies, to the effect thatA[p∞] comes from a BTX with (O,∗, ε)-structure.

Morita equivalence also applies to(Λ, ϕ). For the rest of this section we fix a pair(Λ0, ϕ0)
consisting of anO-module and anε-∗-hermitian pairing such that(Λ0, ϕ0) is Morita equivalent
to the original pair(Λ, ϕ). Note thatG = CSpO(Λ0, ϕ0).

4.1.4. Let X 0 ⊂ X be aG 0(R)-orbit. The pair(G 0,X 0) is a Shimura datum. Definec0 to
be theG 0(C)-conjugacy class of cocharacters ofGC with µh ∈ c0 for all h ∈ X 0. The reflex field
E0 := E(G 0,X 0) is a finite extension ofE = E(G ,X ). Let v0 be the place ofE0 determined
by the chosen embeddingQ → Qp.

Let SC = SC(G 0,X 0) denote the canonical model (overE0) of the Shimura variety
associated to(G 0,X 0) at levelC ∩G 0(Af ). ThenSC can be identified with an open and clos
subscheme of the generic fibre ofAD,C ⊗OE0,v0 . In fact, we have a decomposition ofAD,C ⊗C

as a union of open and closed subschemes, say

AD,C ⊗C = A (1) � · · · �A (s),

such that eachA (j) is a Shimura variety. Heres is the order of

Ker
(

H1(Q,G ) →
∏
p

H1(Qp,G )
)

.

In general, the Shimura varieties that constitute the generic fibre are not all associated to t
Q-group. (Note that different PEL dataD may give rise to the same moduli problemAD,C , since
this problem only involves all local information.)

For some results that we want to discuss it is more natural to work with the individual Sh
varieties. We defineSC to be the open and closed subscheme ofAD,C ⊗OE0,v0 whose generic
fibre isSC . If there is no risk of confusion we simply writeS instead ofSC . Write S0 = SC,0

for the special fibre.

4.1.5. PROPOSITION. – Letk be an algebraically closed field containingκ(v0). In the cases
C, AU or AL (Albert typesI, II or IV) , the type-functions �→ (ds, fs) is constant onS0(k). In
case D(Albert typeIII) , the type-functions �→ (ds, fs, δs) is constant onS0(k).

In fact, it is clear thatd andf are constant. We postpone the proof of the assertion in case
the end of this subsection.

4.1.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field containingκ(v0). A k-valued point ofS0 gives
rise to a BTX with (O,∗, ε)-structure, of some fixed type(d, f) or, in case D,(d, f, δ). Let
(G0,X0) be the corresponding pair consisting of an algebraic group and a conjugacy
of parabolic subgroups; see 3.1.6. Our classification results of thep-kernel group scheme
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Y := X [p] give rise to anEkedahl–Oort stratification

(4.1.6.1) S0 =
∐

S0(w),

is
d
se

s

that
een

f

.1

ch
d

d
s

tum

e

8.
w∈W
X0\WG0

wheres ∈ S0(k) lies in S0(w) if and only if Y is of typew. By the statement that (4.1.6.1)
a stratification we mean that it gives a decomposition ofS0 as a disjoint union of locally close
subspaces and that the closure of each stratumS0(w) is a union of strata. For proofs of the
facts we refer to Wedhorn’s paper [38].

In our paper [25] we have proved the following result.

4.1.7. THEOREM. – If S0(w) �= ∅ thenS0(w) is equi-dimensional, of dimension�(w).

We use this result to give a new proof of the main result of Wedhorn [36]:

4.1.8. COROLLARY (Wedhorn). –The ordinary locus inS0 is Zariski dense.

Proof. –SetB := OB/pOB, and again write∗ for the induced involution onB. Let A be
a 4-tuple as above corresponding to aW (Fp)-valued point ofS . ThenA[p∞] is a BT with
(OB ⊗ Zp,∗,−1)-structure andA[p] is a BT1 with (B,∗,−1)-structure. We use the notion
introduced in 3.1.6 and 3.2.2 withN0 the Dieudonné module ofA[p] andL0 ⊂ N0 the Frobenius
kernel.

The flatness ofS overOE,v implies thatS0 is equi-dimensional, withdim(S0) = dim(X 0).
Combining this with our dimension formula 4.1.7 and Theorem 3.2.7, it suffices to show
dim(X 0) = �(word). For this we have to make precise the (thus far implicit) relation betw
X 0 andX0. Note thatX0 is a variety of dimension equal to�(word).

The de Rham cohomologyH := H1
dR(A/W (Fp)) is a projective module overOB ⊗W (Fp).

The polarization ofA induces a hermitian formΨ:H × H → W (Fp), and the Hodge filtration
Fil1 ⊂ H is a direct summand that is totally isotropic with respect toΨ. LetF be the flag variety
overW (Fp) whoseR-valued points (forR a W (Fp)-algebra) are theOB ⊗ R-submodules o
H ⊗R that are direct summands and that are maximal totally isotropic with respect toΨR. Let
F 0 ⊂ F be the connected component containing the pointFil1. The assumptions made in 4.1
imply that F 0 is flat overW (Fp). The special fibre ofF 0 is isomorphic toX0. On the other
hand, if we choose an ambeddingW (Fp) ↪→ C thenF 0

C is a hermitian symmetric space whi
is the “compact dual” ofX 0, and the Borel embedding identifiescX0 with an open submanifol
of F 0

C . Hence we get the desired equality of dimensions.�
4.1.9. Let Q be a field containingE0. Let X be the BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure associate

to a Q-valued point ofS . Write Tp = Tp(X) for its Tate-p-module, which is to be viewed a
a freeZp-module of finite rank withO-action and with anε-symmetric perfect bilinear form
ψp :Tp × Tp → Zp(1) satisfyingψp(bx, y) = ψp(x, b∗y) for all b ∈ O andx, y ∈ Tp.

The interpretation of the generic fibre ofS as the Shimura variety associated to the da
(G 0,X 0) gives us an isomorphism ofO-modulesα :Λ0

∼−→ Tp such thatα∗ψp = c · ϕ0 for
somec ∈ Zp(1)×. (See 4.1.3 for the definition of(Λ0, ϕ0).) This isomorphismα is canonical up
to the action of an element ofG 0(Zp).

4.1.10. Proof of Proposition 4.1.5. The only non-trivial part of the proposition is th
statement that, in case D, the functionδ is constant.

Suppose we are in case D. As shown in [25], Lemma. 3.1.4, the functions �→ δs is locally
constant in families. On the other hand, the ordinary locus ofS0 is Zariski dense; see 4.1.
Hence it suffices to show that any two ordinary points ofS0 have the sameδ.
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Let A be an ordinaryk-valued point of S . Write X for the associated BT with
(O, id,+1)-structure. For simplicity of exposition, let us assume thatO is a domain, i.e., there
is only one prime ofZ = ZB abovep. In the general case the argument is the same, but we first

al

the

roup of

é

can
have to decomposeX according to the decomposition ofO as a product of domains. As usu
we writeκ = O/pO , we let

I = Hom(κ, k) = Hom
(
O,W (k)

)
,

and we putm = #I = [O : Zp]. Recall that we have an integerq such thatd = 2q andf is the
constant functionq.

Let δ be the invariant ofX as in 3.1.5. We say we are in thesplit caseif
∑

i∈I δ(i) ≡ m
modulo2, in thenon-split caseif not. As we shall see, this is independent of the choice of
ordinary pointA.

In the split case, let̃O = O ×O with involution∗ given by(y1, y2) �→ (y2, y1). In the non-split
case, letÕ be the unramified quadratic extension ofO and∗ the non-trivial automorphism of̃O
overO . SetĨ := Hom(Õ,W (k)). We use the letterτ for elements ofĨ . Similar to the notation
introduced in 3.1.3 we have a natural2 : 1 mapĨ →I and we set̄τ := τ ◦ ∗.

Let R = Oq−1 × Õ × Oq−1 with involution ∗ given by(x, y, z)∗ = (z, y∗, x). Let T be the
torus overZp, of rankmq + 1, given on points by

T (A) =
{
ξ ∈ (R⊗Zp A)×

∣∣ ξξ∗ ∈ A×}.

The cocharacter group ofT is given by

X∗(T ) =
{
(ai,j , bτ , ci,j) ∈

(
ZI

)q−1 ×ZĨ ×
(
ZI

)q−1 ∣∣ ai,j + ci,q−j = const= bτ + bτ̄

}
.

The constant appearing here is called the weight of the cocharacter. The fundamental g
Spec(Zp) acts onX∗(T ) through its natural action on the setsI andĨ .

Let ν :Gm → T be a cocharacter of weight1 over W (k). To ν we associate a Dieudonn
module with(R,∗,+1)-structure: TakeMν = R⊗Zp W (k), with F andV given by

F (r ⊗w) = (1⊗ σ)
(
ν(p) · (r ⊗w)

)
and V (r ⊗w) = (1⊗ σ−1)

(
ν(p)∗ · (r ⊗w)

)
,

and with+1-duality given byψ(r1 ⊗ w1, r2 ⊗ w2) = trR/Zp
(r1r

∗
2)w1w2. If instead of the full

R-action we only remember the action ofO (embedded diagonally intoR) then we obtain a BT
with (O, id,+1)-structure, denotedXν . For later use let us remark thatXν is ordinary when
viewed as a BT withR-structure; the point is that it has height1 (“relative to itsR-structure”),
and height1 objects are always ordinary.

The point of all this is thatX , our ordinary BT with(O, id,+1)-structure, is of the form
X = Xν for some cocharacterν. In the given description of the cocharacter group, we
chooseν in such a way thatai,j = 0 andci,j = 1 for all i ∈ I andj ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1}; with
X = X(1) × X(2) × X(3) as in 3.3.3 this is equivalent to the requirement that thenth factor
(n = 1,2,3) of R = Oq−1 × Õ × Oq−1 acts by endomorphisms ofX(n). Once we fix theR-
action onX , the correspondingν is uniquely determined.

We can computeδ from ν, as follows. Leti ∈ I . Choose an elementτ ∈ Ĩ that maps toi
under the natural2 : 1 mapĨ →I . Write ν = (ai,j , bτ , ci,j). Then

δ(i) =
{

0 mod 2 if bτ �= bτ−1;
1 mod 2 if bτ = bτ−1.
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Let Tp = Tp(Xcan) be the Tate-p-module of the canonical lifting ofX . As discussed in 4.1.9
we have an isomorphismα :Λ0

∼−→ Tp, canonical up to an element ofG 0(Zp). As remarked
above,X is ordinary when viewed as a BT withR-structure, so by 2.3.12 the fullR-action onX

ion of
lization
exactly

of the

n

irect

e of
field
we

rite
inary
lifts to Xcan. Via α this gives rise to an embeddingj :T ↪→ G 0 (overZp), realizingT as a max-
imal torus ofG 0. The cocharacterν is defined over a finite unramified extensionV of W (k(v0))
insideW (k). Choose an embeddingV ↪→ Qp. We obtain a cocharacterj ◦ ν of G 0 overQp. On
the other hand, writingC(L) for theG 0(L)-conjugacy classes of cocharactersGm → G 0 over
a field L, we have natural bijectionsC(C) ∼← C(Q) ∼−→ C(Qp), via which we can viewc0 (as
in 4.1.4) as an element ofC(Qp). By Reimann and Zink [33], Theorem (1.6), we havej ◦ ν ∈ c0.
(This may be off by a normalization factor, due to the fact that we use a different vers
Dieudonné theory, and due to various sign conventions in Hodge theory. Such a norma
does not affect our argument, though, and we save ourselves the trouble of getting it
right.)

As claimed earlier, whether we are in the split or in the non-split case is independent
choice of the ordinary pointA ∈ S (k). Let us now prove this. LetG1 = Ker(c) ⊂ G 0, where
c :G → Gm is the multiplier character. We haveG1 = ResO/Zp

G ′
1 with G ′

1 an algebraic group
overO . We claim that we are in the split case if and only ifG ′

1 is split (overO). If we are in
the split case thenT1 := j(T ) ∩ G1 is of the formT1 = ResO/Zp

T ′
1 andT ′

1 ⊂ G ′
1 is a split

maximal torus. Conversely, ifG ′
1 is split then every element ofC(Qp) is defined over the fractio

field of O . But if
∑

i∈I δ(i) �≡ m modulo2 then we find that the conjugacy class ofj ◦ ν is
defined only over a quadratic extension ofO . This proves our claim.

To complete the proof, let us now show thatδ is determined by the conjugacy classc0. If WG 0

is the Weyl group ofG 0 then there is a natural bijectionC(Qp)
∼−→ X∗(T )/WG 0 . We observe

that ν ∈ X∗(T ) is the unique representative of the classc0 ∈ X∗(T )/WG 0 with the property
that for allτ ∈ Ĩ andi = res(τ) ∈ I ,

ai,1 � · · ·� ai,q−1 � min(bτ , bτ̄ ) < max(bτ , bτ̄ ) � ci,1 � · · ·� ci,q−1.

Since we can computeδ from ν, it follows thatc0 determinesδ. �
4.1.11. Remark. – There are two key points in the above proof. Firstly, we have a d

relation between the conjugacy classc0 and the conjugacy class of the cocharacterν. Secondly,
the cocharacterν is directly related to the explicit description of the Dieudonné modul
Xord(d, f, δ). We can further exploit these relations to obtain information on the residue
κ(v0) of the reflex fieldE0 at the placev0. In the cases A and C (where similar ideas apply),
find thatκ(v) = κ(v0) equals the fieldE(d, f) defined in 1.1.6.

In case D something similar can be done. Given a type(2q, q, δ), defineE(δ) ⊂ k as the fixed
field of {α ∈ Aut(k) | αδ = δ}. Then we find that in case D(split) we haveκ(v0) = E(δ) and in
case D(non-split)κ(v0) is the quadratic extension ofE(δ) in k.

4.1.12. In case D, letG1 = ResO/Zp
G ′

1 as in the above proof. Setn = 0 if G ′
1 is a split group,

n = 1 otherwise. Then every value forδ such that
∑

i∈I δ(i) ≡ m + n modulo2 occurs on the
special fibre ofAD,C . To see this we have to analyse what happens if we replaceX 0 ⊂ X
by anotherG 0(R)-orbit. This amounts to changing the conjugacy classc0 by an element ofG .
Computingδ from c0 as in the above proof, we find that allδ with

∑
i∈I δ(i) ≡ m + n are

obtained.

4.2. Congruence relations

4.2.1. We retain the notation of Section 4.1. If there is no risk of confusion we simply w
A for AD,C . Write A ord ⊂ A for the open subscheme obtained by removing the non-ord
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locus on the special fibre. (Note: if we decomposeA as a union of Shimura varieties, as in 4.1.4,
then oneachof the “Shimura components” we remove the non-ordinary locus.)

Suppose given two four-tuplesAi = (Ai, λ̄i, ιi, η̄i), for i = 1, 2, corresponding toT -valued
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points ofA . By ap-isogenyf :A1 →A2 we mean anOB-linear isogeny such thatf∗λ̄2 = pc · λ̄1

for somec � 0. Note thatf necessarily hasp-power degree.
Write p-Isog = p-IsogD,C for theOE,v-scheme of suchp-isogenies; it comes equipped wi

two morphismss, t :p-Isog → A , sending an isogeny to its source and target, respecti
Fixing pd = deg(f) gives an open and closed subschemep-Isog(d) ⊂ p-Isog . We claim that
the two projectionss, t :p-Isog (d) → A are proper; in particularp-Isog (d) is of finite type
overOE,v . To see thats is proper we note that it is relatively representable by a closed subsc
of a Grassmanian. Indeed, ifA ∈ A (T ) for someOE,v-schemeT then ap-isogenyf :A → A′

with deg(f) = pd is determined (up to isomorphism) byKer(f) ⊂ A[pd]. The affine algebra
of A[pd] is a locally free sheafF overT . The subgroup schemes that arise as kernel of s
f ∈ p-Isog(d) are parametrized by a closed subscheme ofGrasspd(F ). Hences is proper. Fort
a dual version of the same argument applies.

For everyn � 0 we have a morphismA → p-Isog that sendsA to the isogeny “multiplication
by pn on A”. As this is clearly a section of the (separable) morphisms, its image is a reduce
closed subschemeMult(pn) ⊂ p-Isog .

Composition of isogenies defines a morphism

c :p-Isog ×t,A ,s p-Isog → p-Isog .

We claim that this morphism is proper. To see this, work over a d.v.r.R with fraction fieldK .
Suppose given an isogenyf :A1 → A2, and suppose thatfK = ψK ◦ϕK . SinceR is a d.v.r., the
flat closure ofKer(ϕK) insideA1 is a finite flat subgroup scheme, and we get (in a unique w
a factorizationf = ψ ◦ϕ overR. By the valuative criterion it follows thatc is proper.

Suppose given a homomorphismOE,v → L with L a field. Using the composition morphismc
we can define an “algebra of isogenies” overL. Let ZQ(p-Isog ⊗ L) be the group of algebrai
cycles onp-Isog ⊗L, taken withQ-coefficients. IfY1 andY2 are two cycles, let

Y1 · Y2 := c∗(Y1 ×t,s Y2).

Note that the push-forward is defined on the level of cycles, sincec is proper. Extending thi
product bilinearly, we obtain the structure of aQ-algebra onZQ(p-Isog ⊗ L). The identity
element is the cycleMult(1) = p-Isog (0). Finally defineQ[p-Isog ⊗L] to be the subalgebra o
ZQ(p-Isog ⊗L) generated by the irreducible components.

The previous constructions also work onp-Isogord, which we define as the inverse ima
unders of A ord ⊂ A . As our notion of ordinariness is invariant under isogenies,p-Isogord is
also the inverse image ofA ord × A ord under(s, t). Let p-Isogord,(d) be the open and close
subscheme ofp-isogeniesf with deg(f) = pd.

4.2.2. LEMMA. – Suppose given a homomorphismOE,v → L with L a field.
(i) If char(L) = 0 thenQ[p-Isog ⊗L]⊂ ZQ(p-Isog ⊗ L) is theQ-subspace spanned by t

irreducible components ofp-Isog ⊗L. In other words, ifY1 andY2 are irreducible component
of p-Isog ⊗L thenY1 · Y2 is a Q-linear combination of irreducible components.

(ii) If char(L) = p an analogous statement holds over the ordinary locus:

Q[p-Isogord ⊗L]⊂ ZQ(p-Isogord ⊗L)

is theQ-subspace spanned by the irreducible components ofp-Isogord ⊗L.
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Proof. –If char(L) = 0 we reduce to the caseL = C; then we use the complex uniformization
of the components ofA ⊗C by hermitian symmetric domains. We omit the details. Next suppose
char(L) = p. For the purpose of this proof let us abbreviatep-Isogord ⊗L to I .
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Step1: It suffices to show that, fixingd, the morphismss, t :I (d) → A ord ⊗ L are finite
and flat. Indeed, suppose this is true. LetY1 andY2 be irreducible components ofI , say withYi

contained inI (di). ThenW := I (d1)×t,s I (d2) is finite flat overA ord⊗L, andY1×t,s Y2 is a
union of irreducible components ofW . It follows thatI andY1×t,sY2 are both equidimension
of dimension equal todim(A ). This readily implies thatY1 · Y2 is a linear combination o
irreducible components ofI .

Step2: LetS0 ⊂ A ⊗ κ(v0) be the special fibre of the Shimura varietyS ; see the discussio
in 4.1.4. LetS ord

0 be the ordinary locus, and letJ ord
0 ⊂ I be the inverse image ofS ord

0

under the source morphisms. Let k be an algebraically closed field containingL. A k-valued
point a ∈ S ord

0 (k) gives rise to a four-tupleA, which in turn gives rise to a BTA[p∞] with
(OB ⊗ Zp,∗,−1)-structure (cf. 4.1.3). By Theorem 3.2.7 and Proposition 4.1.5, this obje
independent of the choice ofa, up to isomorphism.

If R is ak-algebra and iff :A1 → A2 corresponds to anR-valued point ofJ ord,(d)
0 then up

to isomorphismf only depends on its kernelKer(f) ⊂ A1. It follows that the fibress−1(a), for
a ∈S ord

0 (k), are all isomorphic as schemes.
Step3: We claim that, fixingd = logp(deg(f)), the fibress−1(a) are finite. First note that an

p-isogenyf factors asf = fr ◦ fr−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1 in such a way that

Ker(fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1) = Ker(f)[pn]

for all n. Moreover, up to isomorphism this factorization is unique. It therefore suffices to p
that in the fibre over a given pointa ∈ S ord

0 (k) there are only finitely manyp-isogeniesf with
the property thatKer(f) is killed byp. Such an isogeny is completely determined by the indu
homomorphism

f [p] :A1[p]→ A2[p].

Moreover, sending(a1, a2) to (a1, a2 + f [p](a1)) gives an automorphism ofA1[p] × A2[p] as
a BT1 with (OB/pOB,∗,−1)-structure. ButA1[p] × A2[p] is ordinary, so by Theorem 2.1
of [25] its automorphism group scheme is finite.

Step4: We shall use the following general fact: Ifϕ :X → Y is a finite morphism of scheme
such thatY is reduced and such that the functiony �→ dimκ(y)(ϕ∗OX ⊗OY κ(y)

)
is constant

on Y thenϕ is flat. By what was explained in steps 2 and 3 we can apply this to the morp
s :J ord

0 → S ord
0 . As finite flatness is a local notion on the target scheme, this shows

s :I (d) →A ord ⊗L is finite and flat.
Finally, that the target morphismt is also finite and flat follows from duality. Namely, sendin

p-isogenyf :A1 →A2 to the dual isogenyf t :At
2 → At

1 gives an isomorphism betweenp-Isog
and another scheme ofp-isogenies, which interchanges the roles ofs and t. (In general the
“other” scheme ofp-isogenies lives over another moduli scheme of PEL type, as the dual a
schemesAt

i with the inheritedOB-action may have a different CM-type.) We leave the det
of this to the reader. �

4.2.3. Let S = SC ↪→ A ⊗ OE0,v0 be as in 4.1. DefineJ ↪→ p-Isog ⊗ OE0,v0 to be the
inverse image ofS × S under the morphism(s, t) :p-Isog → A × A . We write J for the
generic fibre ofJ andJ0 for its special fibre.

Consider a homomorphismOE0,v0 → L with L a field. If char(L) = 0 we defineQ[J ⊗L] to
be the subalgebra ofQ[p-Isog ⊗L] generated by the irreducible components ofJL. Similarly, if
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char(L) = p then we defineQ[J ord ⊗ L] to be the subalgebra ofQ[p-Isogord ⊗L] generated
by the irreducible components ofJ ord ⊗L.
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4.2.4. Let q = pm be the cardinality of the residue fieldκ(v0). We have a section

ϕ :S0 →J0

of the source morphism, sending a four-tupleA to themth power Frobenius isogeny

ϕA :A →A(q).

The image of this section is a closed reduced subschemeΦ ⊂ J0. As the source morphisms
is finite and flat over the ordinary locus, and the ordinary locus inS0 is dense,Φ is a union
of irreducible components ofJ0. We shall henceforth viewΦ as an element of the algeb
Q[J0 ⊗ κ(v0)], or as an element ofQ[J ord

0 ⊗ κ(v0)]. We refer to this elementϕ as the
Frobenius correspondence. The main theme of this section is thatΦ satisfies a polynomia
equation with coefficients in the Hecke algebra ofG .

4.2.5. Recall that we have a conjugacy classc0 of cocharacters ofG 0, and thatE0 is the field
of definition ofc0. Let E be thev0-adic completion ofE0; its ring of integers isOE := ÔE0,v0 .
Note thatE is an unramified extension ofQp; see [22], Corollary 4.7. By the same argume
as in [37], Lemma 5.1, there exists a cocharacterµ ∈ c0 that is defined overE . Similar to what
we did in 3.2.2 we can consider the quasi-cocharacter obtained fromµ by averaging its Galoi
conjugates. More precisely, letΓ := Gal(Qp/Qp) ⊇ Γ′ := Gal(Qp/E ), and consider

N(µ) :=
1

[Γ : Γ′]

∑
γ∈Γ/Γ′

γ · µ,

which is a quasi-cocharacter ofG 0 defined overQp. This N(µ) extends to a quasi-cocharac
overZp, and we defineM ⊂ G 0 to be the centralizer ofN(µ).

We denote byH (G 0,Q) the Hecke algebra ofG 0
Qp

with respect to its hyperspeci
subgroupG 0(Zp), with Q as coefficient field. LetH0(G 0,Q) ⊂ H (G 0,Q) be the subalgebr
of Q-valued functions that have support contained inG 0(Qp) ∩ End(Λ0). The Hecke algebra
H0(M ,Qp) ⊂ H (M ,Q) are defined in a similar manner; see Wedhorn’s paper [37], § 1
more details. We write

ṠG 0

M :H (G 0,Q)→H (M ,Q)

for the twisted Satake homomorphism. It restricts to a mapH0(G 0,Q)→ H0(M ,Q), which we
again callṠG 0

M .

4.2.6. Remark. – Suppose(O,∗, ε) is of type D. LetA be aK-valued point ofS ord
0 , where

K is a perfect field containingκ(v0). Let X be the corresponding BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure.
In 3.2.4 we have defined conjugacy classes of quasi-cocharactersµ̄j of G 0 over Qp. One of
these conjugacy classes containsN(µ). By definition, saying thatA is ordinary means that th
associated Newton quasi-cocharacterν(X) lies in one of the conjugacy classesµ̄j . Under the
assumption thatA is a point ofS0 (not just a point ofA ) we can sharpen this:A is ordinary if
and only ifν(X) is conjugate toN(µ). This can be shown using arguments as in 4.1.10.
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4.2.7. As usual we writeTp(?) for Tate-p-modules andVp(?) := Tp(?) ⊗Zp Qp. Let L be a
field containingE0. Let f :A1 → A2 be an isogeny corresponding to anL-valued point ofJ .
Choose identificationsαi :Λ0

∼−→ TpXi as in 4.1.9. The linear mapVpf :VpX1 → VpX2 is an

],

a

to

tion
tes.
isomorphism andα−1
2 ◦ Vpf ◦ α1 :Λ0 ⊗Qp

∼−→ Λ0 ⊗Qp is an element ofG 0(Qp). Its class

τ(f) :=
[
α−1

2 ◦ Vpf ◦ α1

]
∈ G 0(Zp)\G 0(Qp)/G 0(Zp)

is independent of the choices of theαi. We refer toτ(f) as thetypeof thep-isogenyf .
The type of an isogeny is constant on irreducible components of the schemeJ . This allows us

to define a map

h :H0(G 0,Q)→ Q[J ]

sending the characteristic function of a class[γ] with γ ∈ G 0(Qp) ∩ End(Λ0) to the sum of all
irreducible components ofJ on which the type is equal to[γ]. By extending scalars toC and
using the complex uniformization ofSC, it can be checked thath is a homomorphism.

4.2.8. Our next goal is to define thep-typeof an ordinary isogenyf :A1 →A2 corresponding
to a point ofJ ord

0 . In the Siegel modular case this notion is defined by Chai and Faltings in [7
Chapter VII, § 4. Thep-type of an isogenyf will be an element inM (Zp)\M (Qp)/M (Zp).

LetK be a perfect field containing the residue fieldκ(v0). LetA be aK-valued point ofS ord
0 .

Let X be the corresponding BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure. WriteTp = Tp(Xcan). As before we
have an identificationα :Λ0

∼−→ Tp, canonical up to an element ofG 0(Zp).
Write X ′ for the BT withO-structure underlyingX (forgetting the polarization). We have

slope decomposition

X ′ =
∏

ν∈Q
X ′,(ν),

in such a way that the BT underlyingX ′,(ν), is isotypic of slopeν. The canonical liftingXcan

has the property that as a BT withO-structure it is the product of factorsXcan,′,(ν) where the
factor indexed byν lifts X ′,(ν). In particular this gives a decomposition

(4.2.8.1) Tp(Xcan) =
⊕
ν∈Q

T (ν)
p .

4.2.9. LEMMA. – Possibly after changingα :Λ0
∼−→ Tp by an element ofG 0(Zp), the

decomposition(4.2.8.1)agrees with the decomposition ofΛ0 into eigenspaces with respect
the quasi-cocharacterN(µ).

Proof. –Let Q be the fraction field ofW (K). Consider the categoryMFa
Q(ϕ) of admissible

filtered modules overQ. It is a neutral Tannakian category overQp. Let M be the Dieudonné
module ofXcan. ThenM ⊗Qp, equipped with its Frobenius automorphism and Hodge filtra
is an object ofMFa

Q(ϕ). Write 〈MQp〉⊗ ⊂MFa
Q(ϕ) for the tensor subcategory that it genera

We have a diagram as follows.

RepQp
(G 0) u 〈MQp〉⊗

ω

ωGal VecQp

VecQ
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Explanation: (a) We can viewMQp as an object withG 0-structure inMFa
Q(ϕ); this means pre-

cisely that we have a tensor functoru as in the diagram. This functoru sends the tautological
representation ofG 0 on Λ0 ⊗ Qp to the objectM ⊗ Qp. (b) The functorω is the fibre functor

t

ter

he

e

s.

re
si-
re
that sends an object ofMFa
Q(ϕ) to the underlyingQ-vector space. (c) The functorωGal is the

functor that sends an object(L,ϕ,Fil•) to theQp-vector spaceFil0(L ⊗Q Bcris)ϕ=1. We refer
to the paper [2] of Colmez and Fontaine for further details.

We have aQ-grading on the objectMQp , coming from the decomposition ofXcan as a produc
of isotypical factors. This gives us aQ-grading on the functoru. The inducedQ-gradings on the
functorsω ◦ u andωGal ◦ u give rise to quasi-cocharacters

γ : G̃m →Aut⊗(ω ◦ u) and γGal : G̃m →Aut⊗(ωGal ◦ u).

(See Saavedra Rivano [34], IV, § 1.) HerẽGm is the pro-algebraic split torus with charac
groupQ.

The choice of an identificationα :Λ0
∼−→ Tp gives an isomorphism of the functorωGal ◦ u

with the forgetful functorRepQp
(G 0) →VecQp , and this induces an isomorphism

G 0 ∼= Aut⊗(ωGal ◦ u).

The conjugacy class[γGal] of the quasi-cocharacterγGal that we get does not depend on t
choice ofα (within its G 0-conjugacy class). By construction, if we letG 0 act onTp via α then

the decompositionTp =
⊕

T
(ν)
p is precisely the eigenspace decomposition with respect toγGal.

It now suffices to prove that the quasi-cocharacterN(µ) is geometrically conjugate toγGal.
Indeed, if this holds thenγGal andN(µ), being both defined overQp, are already in the sam
G 0(Qp)-conjugacy class (use [15], Lemma 1.1.3), and this gives our claim.

The automorphism groupAut⊗(ω ◦ u) is an inner form ofG 0
Q, so over an algebraic closureQ

we have an isomorphismAut⊗(ω ◦u)⊗Q Q ∼= G 0⊗Qp Q, canonical up to inner automorphism
In particular,γ gives a conjugacy class[γ] of quasi-cocharacters ofG 0 overQ. The two conju-
gacy classes[γ] and[γGal] are (geometrically) the same; this results from the fact that they a
both obtained from the sameQ-grading of the functoru. But [γ] represents the Newton qua
cocharacter associated toX . BecauseX is ordinary,N(µ) is in this conjugacy class and we a
done. �

4.2.10. Let K be a field containingκ(v0). Let f :A1 → A2 be aK-valued point ofJ ord.
Choose isomorphismsαi :Λ0

∼−→ Tp(Xcan
i ) as in the lemma. The canonical lifting

f can :Xcan
1 →Xcan

2

respects slope decompositions. Becausef is an isogeny, the induced map

Vpf
can :VpX

can
1 → VpX

can
2

is an isomorphism. Henceα−1
2 ◦ Vpf

can ◦ α1 is an element ofM (Qp). Its class in

M (Zp)\M (Qp)/M (Zp)

is independent of choices. We call

τp(f) :=
[
α−1

2 ◦ Vpf
can ◦ α1

]
∈ M (Zp)\M (Qp)/M (Zp)

thep-typeof f .
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4.2.11. LEMMA. – Let T be a scheme overκ(v0). If f :T → J ord
0 is a T -valued point

of J ord
0 then the mapt �→ τp(ft) that associates tot ∈ T thep-type offt is locally constant.

n
s
al
t

t

n

by
Sketch of the proof. –First one shows that iff :A1 → A2 is a p-isogeny over a field the
its p-type is completely determined by the structure ofKer(f). Next remark that it suffice
to test local constancy on schemesT = Spec(R) with R a discrete valuation ring of equ
characteristicp. Let k ⊂ R be a coefficient field. Choose an integerN large enough such tha
Ker(f) ⊆ X1[pN ]. Possibly after passing to a finite extension ofR we can assume thatX1[pN ]
is trivialized, meaning that we have an isomorphismX1[p

N ] ∼= Z[pN ] ⊗k R with Z a standard
ordinary BT with(O,∗, ε)-structure overk.

Supposem ∈M (Qp)∩End(Λ0) represents thep-type of the isogenyf over the generic poin
η ∈ Spec(R). The key point is thatKer(f)η, viewed as a subgroup scheme ofZ[pN ] ⊗k k(η),
can be expressed directly in terms ofm. To make this more precise, fix an identification

TpZ
can ∼= Λ0.

Let k(η̄) be an algebraic closure ofk(η), letK(η̄) be the fraction field ofW (k(η̄)), and letK(η̄)
be an algebraic closure ofK(η̄). Then

Λ0/pNΛ0
∼= Zcan[pN ]

(
K(η̄)

)∼= Xcan
1 [pN ]

(
K(η̄)

)
as modules over the absolute Galois group ofK(η̄). Let

f can
η̄ :

(
X1 ⊗ k(η̄)

)can →
(
X2 ⊗ k(η̄)

)can
be the canonical lifting offη̄ to ap-isogeny overW (η̄). ThenKer(f can

η̄ ) is uniquely determined
by its points with values inK(η̄), and via the above identifications we have

Ker
(
f can

η̄

)(
K(η̄)

)
= m(Λ0)/pNΛ0 ⊂ Λ0/pNΛ0.

(Our assumptions imply thatpNΛ0 ⊆ m(Λ0).)
The conclusion is thatKer(f)η = H(m)⊗k k(η) for some subgroup schemeH(m)⊂ Z[pN ]

depending only onm. But thenH(m)⊗k R is the unique flat subgroup scheme ofZ[pn]⊗k R
extendingKer(f)η . Hence via the chosen trivialization ofX1[pN ] we have

Ker(f) = H(m)⊗k R.

Over the closed point ofT we again have a relation between the kernel off and thep-type,
similar to the above. Using this we find that thep-type off over the special fibre is again give
by the double coset[m]. �

4.2.12. Thep-type of isogenies allows us to define a map

h̄ :H0(M ,Q)→ Q[J ord
0 ],

sending the characteristic function of a double coset[m] with m ∈ M (Qp) ∩ End(Λ0) to the
sum of all irreducible components ofJ ord

0 on which thep-type is equal to[m].
It should be noted that in the Siegel modular case this definition agrees with the one given

Chai and Faltings in [7], Chapter VII, § 4; the normalization factor1/#Sym2(Zg
p/dZg

p) used in
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loc. cit. (p. 261) arises only to compensate for the difference between “irreducible components”
and “connected components”. Although it is presumably true thath̄ is a ring homomorphism,
we did not check this. Fortunately we only need this property on the image of the twisted Satake

ion

hai and

r with

The

tisfied,
n 6.

d
in a
her

.
lative

3)
ary”

ating
Royal

e

homomorphism, where it follows from the commutativity of the diagram below.

4.2.13. THEOREM. – Letσ :Q[J ]→ Q[J ord
0 ] be the homomorphism given by specializat

of cycles. Then we have a commutative diagram ofQ-algebra homomorphisms

H0(G 0,Q)

ṠG0
M

h
Q[J ]

σ

H0(M ,Q) h̄
Q[J ord

0 ]

The proof of this result is essentially the same as in the Siegel modular case; see C
Faltings [7], p. 263.

4.2.14. COROLLARY. – Let Φ be the Frobenius correspondence onS0, as in 4.2.4. Let
H(G 0,X 0) ∈ H0(G 0,Q)[t] be the Hecke polynomial associated to the datum(G 0,X 0), as
defined in[37], Section2. RegardingQ[J ord

0 ] as an algebra overH (G 0,Q) via σ ◦ h, we
have the relationH(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0.

Proof. –As in Wedhorn’s paper [37], this is a direct consequence of the theorem togethe
the purely group-theoretic result loc.cit., Proposition (2.9), due to Bültel.�

4.2.15. COROLLARY. – If J ord
0 is Zariski dense inJ0 then the relationH(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0

holds in the algebraQ[J0], viewed as an algebra overH0(G 0,Q) via σ ◦ h.

4.2.16. For cohomological applications it is the latter result that is most interesting.
condition thatJ ord

0 is Zariski dense inJ0 is referred to as therelative density condition
in [37]. Note that even thoughS ord

0 is dense inS0, the analogous property forJ0 may
fail; see for instance Stamm [35]. In the cases where the relative density condition is sa
Corollary 4.2.15 proves the conjecture formulated by Blasius and Rogawski in [1], Sectio

It is not clear to the author whether it is reasonable to expect thatH(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0 if the
relative density condition fails. If in the polynomialH(G 0,X 0) we replace all coefficients (viewe
as elements of the algebraQ[J0]) by the Zariski closures of their ordinary part, then we obta
polynomialH ′

(G 0,X 0) for whichH ′
(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0 by 4.2.14. Therefore the question is whet

for the differenceH ′′
(G 0,X 0) := H(G 0,X 0) − H ′

(G 0,X 0) we again haveH ′′
(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0. It

is not so clear to us why this should hold. Note that the coefficients ofH ′′
(G 0,X 0) are linear

combinations of irreducible components ofJ0 that arenot in the closure of the ordinary locus
None the less, if we test this in the Hilbert modular case at inert primes (where the re

density condition fails) then it is still true thatH(G 0,X 0)(Φ) = 0. The point is that the minimum
polynomial is in this case only a factor (of degree2) of the Hecke polynomial (cf. Example (2.1
in [37]), and the coefficients of this mimimum polynomial do not have truly “non-ordin
terms. It would be interesting to investigate whether this is a general phenomenon.
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